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Ecosystem Management in the
Pacific Northwest
Murray D. Feldman
Wild salmon are symbolic of the Pacific Northwest
Lewis and Clark recorded the abundance of the fish in their
travels through the Snake and Columbia River Basins.'
Salmon have played and continue to play an important role
in the culture and commerce of the Northwest.2 The impor-
tance of salmon to the region is emphasized by their role in
shaping resource development in the Columbia River Basin.
For instance, in 1967 concerns over potential impacts to
anadromous fish persuaded the Supreme Court to vacate
the Federal -Power Commission's issuance of a license to
construct a hydroelectric dam on the Snake River in Hells
Canyon, one mile upstream from its confluence with the
Salmon River.3 The declining anadromous fish runs in the
Basin also led Congress in 1980 to require that fish and
wildlife concerns be placed on an equal footing with hydro-
electric power production from the Federal Columbia River
Power System dam projects.4
After certain stocks of Snake River salmon were listed as
threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species
Act (ESA) in 1991 and 1992, the fish took on their newest
role in affecting resource use and economic development in
the region. Eclipsing the spotted owl, concerns over salmon
and other anadromous fish habitat protection are now a dri-
ving force in reshaping national forest management in the
Pacific Northwest. A key focal point for the new importance
of anadromous fish and aquatic ecosystem conservation in
the region's national forests is the Pacific Rivers Council v.
o Murray D. Feldman is an attomey In the Boise. Idaho office of
Holland & Hart up. He practices with the firm's Endangered Species Act
group and has represented mining Industry interests In litigation over
endangered salmon consultation and habitat protection requirements in
the Pacific Northwest. The views expressed in this article are solely those of
the author. The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Michael
Brennan and Paula Fleck. attomeys In Holland & Harts lackson. Wyoming
office, in the research and preparation of this article. An earlier version of
portions of this artilde appears In 41 Rom Mm. Mvi'. L Ts. 6-1 (1995). enti-
tled Using t.e Endangerel Szds Act as a VeA'rL' in or Pursuit of Ecosistem
Managerenl.
1. THe IOURJUALS OF -ms & CL x 252 (Bernard DeVoto ed. 1953).
2. For example, the Nez Perce Tribe notes in current litigation that
"Ifirom time Immemorial' it has depended on salmon and steelhead trout
In the 'Snake River and its tributaries for physical, spiritual, and economic
sustenance. Appellants Opening Brief at 1. Nez Perce Tribe v. Idaho Power
Co. (9th Cir. Mar. 13. 1995) (No. 94-36237). Angus Duncan. former Oregon
member and chair of the Northwest Power Planning Council. writes: rhese
Isalmon] runs are important to us economically and biologically, but more
to the point, they are important to us culturally. They are part of our identi-
ty here in the Northwest: Angus Duncan. Put Up Our Money to Protect Our
Values. lwIdOs SAwo;n ScEm Summer 1995. at 7.
3. Udall v. FPC, 387 U.S. 428.450 (1967).
4. Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act,
Pub. L No. 96-501 (1980). codified at 16 U.S.C. § 839 (1980). See. e.g..
16 U.S.C. § 839b(h)(ifl)A|(ii) (federal Bonneville Power Administration
hydropower marketing authority and other federal agencies responsible for
Columbia River hydropower facilities must exercise their responsibilities to
provide -equitable treatment" for fish and wildlife together with other pur-
poses for which the hydropower system and facilities are managed and
operated). see also. Northwest Resource Information Center v. Northwest
Power Planning Council, 35 F.3d 1371. 1377-79 (9th Cir. 1994).
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Thomas litigation. This litigation was brought in two
similar lawsuits, one in Oregon 5 and one in Idaho.
6
The cases alleged that the Forest Service had
violated section 7 of the ESA by failing to consult
with the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
regarding the effect of various national forest man-
agement plans on listed Snake River salmon. In the
Oregon case, the district court held that the two for-
est plans at issue were agency actions requiring
consultation under ESA section 7, and that the
Forest Service watershed or site-specific consulta-
tion approach with NMFS was inadequate to satisfy
the forest-plan-level consultation obligation.7 The
court also enjoined the Forest Service from under-
taking additional timber, range, or roadbuilding
projects pending full compliance with the ESA con-
sultation requirements. On appeal, the Ninth
Circuit upheld the initial iniunction and also
reversed and remanded the portion of the district
court's order excluding ongoing and announced
timber, range, and road projects from the injunction
pending ESA compliance by the Forest Service. 8
Prior to the Ninth Circuit decision, the plaintiffs
had filed a similar action in Idaho. After the Ninth
Circuit ruling, the Council moved for a preliminary
injunction based on that precedent. In January
1995, the Idaho district court enjoined all ongoing,
announced, and proposed logging, grazing, mining,
and road-building activities that might affect
endangered Snake River salmon in six Idaho nation-
al forests. 9 Faced with the actual or pending shut-
downs of numer6us operations across these eight
Oregon and Idaho forests, the injunction placed the
Forest Service, resource development interests, and
local communities in a state of urgent response.
Ultimately, within ten days of the entry of the Idaho
injunction, a stay was agreed to between the plain-
tiffs and the government after the plaintiffs received
assurances from the Forest Service that it and
NMFS would complete the required section 7 con-
sultations within an expedited 45-day timeframe.
That completed consultation, and the resulting
biological opinion from NMFS, form just one part of
an interconnected set of agency responses to the
conditions underlying the Pacific Rivers Council plain-
tiffs' claims. The other agency responses include a
joint Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) strategy for managing anadro-
mous fish-producing watersheds in the inland
Pacific Northwest, the Forest Service and BLM
5. Pacific Rivers Council v. Robertson, 854 E Supp. 713 (D.
Or. 1993), aff'd in part, rev'd in part sub nom. Pacific Rivers Council v.
Thomas, 30 F.3d 1050 (9th Cir. 1994), cert. denied, i15 S. Ct. 1793
(1995).
6. Pacific Rivers Council v. Thomas, 873 F. Supp. 365 (D.
Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management
Project, a Forest Service proposal to revise its land
and resource management planning regulations
under the National Forest Management Act
(NFMA), and a Forest Service strategy to protect
inland native fish habitat in non-anadromous
national forest watersheds in the inland Pacific
Northwest.
The Pacific Rivers Council litigation and these fur-
ther agency responses underscore a new balance of
national forest uses for the Pacific Northwest. There
is a pronounced shift from an emphasis on resource
production to a focus on maintaining and restoring
natural ecosystem functions. The litigation and
resulting fallout also highlight the role of an impor-
tant new agency player, the National Marine
Fisheries Service, in national forest management
issues for the region. In advocating a new balance
for national forest uses, NMFS has called for an
ecosystem-based approach reconciling the produc-
tion of national forest goods and services with the
needs of endangered salmon and the conservation
of aquatic ecosystems. The Pacific Rivers cases, and
other endangered species litigation in the region,
emphasize the federal courts' increasing solicitude
to ecosystem management concerns. Consequently,
these new ecosystem management strategies may
have a far reaching impact in terms of geographic
scope, new management directions of the national
forests, and increased agency obligations for
species conservation.
At a minimum, the salmon issues of the nation-
al forests of the inland Pacific Northwest have
forced a Forest Service expansion of Endangered
Species Act-based management requirements
beyond listed species to the consideration of all
species of anadromous and non-anadromous,
native fish and habitat. Thus, the agency has gone
beyond the basic ESA requirements of ensuring the
continued existence of listed species and prevent-
ing adverse modification or destruction of critical
habitat. Instead, the Forest Service is now imple-
menting an expansive view of the Endangered
Species Act to conserve aquatic ecosystems and
related species on. federal forest lands. This Article
explores just how this situation came to develop in
the national forests of the inland Pacific Northwest,
and what the potential effects of this approach will
be on resource development and management
direction for the national forests.
Idaho 1995), appeal dismissed as moot, Nos. 95-35068,-35171,-35208
(9th Cir. 1995).
7. Pacific Rivers Council v. Robertson, 854 F. Supp. at 723.
8. Pacific Rivers Council v. Thomas, 30 F.3d at 1056.
9. Pacific Rivers Council v Thomas, 873 F Supp. at 370, 372.
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Section I of this Article provides a basic
overview of the Endangered Species Act and the
National Forest Management Act, two of the princi-
ple statutes driving the developing ecosystem man-
agement framework for the national forests of the
inland Pacific Northwest. Section I also outlines the
dwindling status of Columbia and Snake River
salmon stocks and the declining habitat conditions
for anadromous fish on national forest system
lands. Section I1 examines the issues and outcomes
of the Pacific Rivers Council litigation in Oregon and
Idaho. Section III describes the ecosystem manage-
ment approaches adopted by the Forest Service and
directed by the NMFS both to respond to the Pacific
Rivers Council injunctions and to address anadro-
mous fish habitat conditions and species diversity
requirements on national forest lands. Section IV
discusses the constraints on natural resource devel-
opment outputs imposed by the developing ecosys-
tem approach. That Section also addresses the
additional concerns raised by the incomplete scien-
tific foundation for some ecosystem management
measures and the decreased opportunities for pub-
lic review of these new management programs.
Section IV also describes the Forest Service's
application of its management discretion to shift
away from its statutory multiple-use mandate to a
de facto dominant-use approach where anadromous
fish and aquatic ecosystem protection are the pn-
mary resources for which the national forests are
managed in large areas of the inland Pacific
Northwest. Lastly. Lhis Article presents some obser-
vations on the historical factors in national forest
planning that led to the current conditions trigger-
ing the need for the agency's adoption of ecosystem
management. The Article concludes that the tenu-
ous nature of the evolving ecosystem management
concepts, as well as the interconnected framework
of the various agency responses to the Pacific Rivers
Council issues, lead to an uncertain outlook both for
the continued application of these approaches and
for the role of national forest habitat in the recovery
of ESA-listed salmon stocks.
I. Background
A. ESA Framework
The major ESA provisions are described briefly
below to provide a context for considering how
these provisions interact with the developing
ecosystem management approaches for the nation-
al forests in the region.' 0 Application of the ESA is
triggered by the listing of a species under section
4." The ESA protects "endangered- species (those
in danger of extinction throughout all or a signifi-
cant portion of their range) and "threatened"
species (those likely to become endangered within
the foreseeable future). 12 The federal agencies
responsible for implementing the ESA are the Fish
and Wildlife Service (FWS) of the Department of
Interior and the NMFS of the Department of
Commerce. 13 If the Service lists a species under sec-
tion 4, the agency generally must also designate
"critical habitat" for the species. 4 Critical habitat
includes those areas essential to the conservation
of a listed species that require special management
or protection."5
ESA section 7 requires federal agencies to con-
sult with the appropriate Service to determine
whether agency action may affect listed species or
their habitat. 16 An "action" is defined very broadly to
include "all activities or programs of any kind autho-
rized, funded, or carried out. in whole or in part, by
federal agencies in the United States or upon the
high seas." including the "granting of licenses, con-
tracts. leases, easements, rights-of-way, permits, or
grants-in-aid." 7 Section 7 proscribes federal agen-
cies from taking any action that is likely to jeopar-
dize the continued existence of any listed species or
result in the destruction or adverse modification of
designated critical habitat.'s If the agency deter-
mines that its action will affect listed species or crit-
ical habitat, it must undertake formal consultation
with the Service.19
The product of the consultation process is gen-
erally a biological opinion issued by the Service
indicating whether or not the action is likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of a listed
10. For additional background on the ESA, see generally
John V. Steiger. The Consultation Provzsion ofSectlion 7(a)(2) ofte ESA
and Its Application to Delegable Federal Programs, 21 EcoLoGY LI. 243
(1994): Deborah L Freeman & Carmen M. Sower, Against the Flow.
Emerging Conits Between Endangered Species Prolectlon and Water Use.
40 RocKy MT. MIN. L INsT. 23-1 (1994).
11. 16 U.S.C. § 1533.
12. Id. § 1532(6). (20).
13. Id. § 1532(15). In general. 91VS is responsible for terres-
tnal and freshwater species. NMFS is responsible for marine
species, including anadromous fish such as salmon and steel-
head trout that hatch in fresh water, spend most of their adult life
in the ocean, and then return to fresh water to spawn. See 50
C.F.R. §§ 17.2(b). 402.01(b) (describing agreement between EWS
and NMFS regarding shared ESA jurisdiction).
14. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(2):sez Northern Spotted Owl v. Lulan.
758 F Supp. 621 (\V.D. Wash. 1991) (requinng FWS to designate
critical habitat for northern spatted owl).
15. 16 U.S.C. § 1532(5).
16. Id. § i536(a)(2).
17. 50 CM.R § 402.02.
18. 16 U.S.C.* 1536(a](2).
19. 50 C.R. § 402.14(a).
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species or result in the destruction or adverse mod-
ification of critical habitat (a "jeopardy" opinion), or
is not likely to result in such effects (a "no jeopardy"
opinion).20 A "jeopardy" biological opinion must
include reasonable and prudent alternatives, if any,
that would alter the action thereby avoiding the
likelihood of jeopardizing a listed species or the
destruction or adverse modification of the listed
species' critical habitat.
21
Section 9 of the ESA broadly prohibits the tak-
ing of any listed species by "any person."22 Both fed-
eral and nonfederal (i.e. private and state) actions
are within the statutory prohibition. The statute
defines "take" as "to harass, harm, pursue, hunt,
shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to
attempt to engage in any such conduct."23 The Fish
and Wildlife Service's regulatory interpretation
applying the section 9 take prohibition to signifi-
cant habitat modification activities on nonfederal
land was recently upheld by the Supreme Court.
24
Two provisions of the ESA are of special interest
for ecosystem management issues. First, section
2(b) provides that one purpose of the Act is to "pro-
vide a means whereby the ecosystems upon which
listed species depend may be conserved."2' Second,
section 7(a)(1) directs all federal agencies to use
their authorities to further the purposes of the ESA
by carrying out programs for the conservation of list-
ed species.2 6 Although conserving the ecosystems
upon which endangered species depend is one of
the identified purposes of the ESA, there is no spe-
cific ESA program to implement this purpose.27 The
critical habitat provisions of the ESA are not coter-
minous with an ecosystem conservation approach
because critical habitat often is not designated for
listed species.2 8 Also, the critical habitat designation
and protections focus only on the essential ele-
ments of the habitat for the listed species and not
on all of the ecosystem functions of that habitat.
Nevertheless, despite the absence of a specific
ESA program for ecosystem conservation, at least
one federal court has indicated that the section 2(b)
purposes and section 7(a)(1) obligations form the
basis for a required ecosystem management
approach. In Seattle Audubon Society v. Lyons,29 Judge
Dwyer upheld the President's Forest Plan for the
Pacific Northwest old growth forests in the range of
the northern spotted owl, and stated that the
Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service
had to plan on an ecosystem basis to address forest
conditions in that area. Thus, the ESA at times can
be, as Professor Houck has observed, "a surrogate
law for ecosystems."30
B. National Forest Management
The United States national forest system,
including the national forests of the inland Pacific
Northwest, contains a wealth of commodity and
amenity resources. Sawtimber supplies, recreation-
al opportunities, wilderness areas, grazing lands,
important watersheds, fish and wildlife habitat, and
minerals are all found within these federal land
reserves.31 The national forests are managed under
a milieu of statutory and regulatory authorities
ranging from the Forest Reserve Act of 1891, the
1897 Organic Act, and the 1960 Multiple-Use
Sustained Yield Act, to the 1976 National Forest
Management Act.
32
The NFMA was enacted in large part in
response to public concerns in the 1960s and 1970s
over Forest Service land management practices,
especially clearcut timber harvesting techniques in
places such as Montana's Bitteroot National Forest
and West Virginia's Monongahela National Forest. 33
20. Id. § 402.14(h)(3).
21. Id. §§ 402.14(h)(3). 402.02.
22. 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1). The statutory prohibition applies
only to endangered species, id., but has been extended to threat-
ened species by regulation, 50 C.F.R. § 17.31(a).
23. 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19).
24. Babbitt v. Sweet Home Chapter of Communities for a
Great Oregon, 115 S. Ct. 2407. 2418 (1995).
25. 16 U.S.C. § 1531(b), The Supreme Court noted In Sweet
Home that this ecosystem conservation purpose is one of the
'central purposes" of the ESA. Sweet Home, 115 S. Ct. at 2413.
26, 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(1).
27. See, e.g.. NATONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, SCIENCE AND THE ESA
179 (1995) (noting that while 'ecosystem protection is of para-
mount Importance to the overall preservation of species," the
ESA focuses on listing species and any policy for implementing
ecosystem protection is "untested").
28. Id. at 76 ("That nearly 80% of all species listed do not
have critical habitat designations is a cause for concern,"),
29.871 ESupp. 1291,1311 (W.D.Wash. 1994), Tdsub nom. Seattle
AudobonSo'yv. Moseley, 1996WL 165069 (9th Cir Apr, 10, 1996),
30. Professor Oliver Houck, Tulane University. quoted In
Nature, Nurture and Property Rights, THE ECONOMIST, July 8, 1995. at
24, 25.
31. See generally Charles F. Wilkinson and H. Michael
Anderson, Land and Resource Planning In the National Forests, 64 OR, L.
REv. I. 8-9 (1985).
32. For a general background on these statutory enactments
for federal forest management, see, e.g., Scott W. Hardt, Federal
Land Management in the 'lenty-First Centuryi From Wise Use to Wise
Stewardship, 32 Pua. LAND & RESOURCES L. DiG. 47, 55-81 (1995)
(reprinted from 18 HARv. ENVTL. L. REv. 345 (1994)). For an Inter-
esting early view on the Forest Reserve and Organic Acts, see
JAY P. KINNEY, THE DEVELOPMENT OF FOREST LAW IN AMERICA 242-252
(Arno Press 1972) (1917).
33. See. e.g., TERRY L. WEst, CENTENNIAL MINI-HsToRiES OF THE
FOREST SERVICE. PUB. No. FS-518, 71-72 (U.S. Dep't of Agriculture,
Forest Service. 1992).
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In West Virginia Division of the Izaak Walton League v.
Butz 4 the court held that the Forest Service could
harvest only "dead, matured, or large growth trees"
as specified in the Organic Act. 35 This decision pre-
vented the use of clearcutting, thinning, and other
vegetative management techniques on the national
forests. These restrictions imposed a serious con-
straint on Forest Service timber management pro-
grams, especially as environmental plaintiffs moved
to apply the Izaak Walton precedent in other areas.36
Faced with this timber management "crisis,"
Congress responded with the National Forest
Management Act. Rather than being mere remedial
legislation, NFMA has been described as "a bitterly-
contested referendum on Forest Service timber har-
vesting practices."
37
, Congress passed NFMA in 1976 in an attempt
to move forest management out of the courts and
back into the field.38 The NFMA directs the Forest
Service to develop land and resource management
plans for each unit of the national forest system.
These forest plans provide management direction
and general planning guidelines for up to 15 years
for all of the national forests. 39 The forest plans are
designed to provide for coordinated use and sus-
tained yield of all national forest resources. The
NFMA planning regulations presently used by the
Forest Service were adopted in 1982 pursuant to the
statutory provisions requiring development with
the assistance of a committee of scientists.40
Several of the forest plans developed under these
original regulations are now approaching the time
for revision or amendment.
To address the timber practice concerns and
adverse habitat effects that gave rise to the statute's
enactment, NFMA includes specific provisions to
maintain the diversity of plant and animal commu-
nities and to discourage management practices that
might adversely affect water conditions and fish
habitat.4i The NFMA planning regulations also
require the Forest Service to identify critical habitat
for threatened and endangered species in the forest
plans and pres ribe measures to prevent the
Srb Prh- Sdrron d te U orld Frests
destruction or adverse modification of such habi-
tat.L 2 Forest plan management objectives must pro-
vide for the ultimate recovery of threatened and
endangered species through appropriate conserva-
tion measures.
3
C. Declining Salmon Stocks and Habitat
Conditions on the National Forest
The potential for endangered salmon to bring
about fundamental change in national forest man-
agement activities flows from the fish species' far-
reaching habitat and migration corridors, much of
which is found on national forest system lands. The
Forest Service manages one-third of the land in the
Columbia River Basin, including 15,000 miles of
anadromous fish habitat. That is more than half of
the remaining suitable habitat in the Basin. Of the
400 different stocks of salmon, steelhead. and sea-
run cutthroat trout found in the Pacific Northwest
and California, about 214 are at risk of extinction
and 106 were already extinct by 1991. Of the 214
stocks at risk, 134 occur on national forest system
landS."
The NMFS listed Snake River spring/summer
and fall chinook salmon as threatened" and Snake
River sockeye salmon as endangered46 in 1991 and
1992. In August 1994, NMFS reclassified the
spring/summer chinook salmon as endangered in
an emergency listing.'7 NMFS designated critical
habitat for the species in December 1993s The des-
ignated habitat for the listed salmon includes the
river reaches of the Columbia, Snake and Salmon
Rivers, and all tributaries of the Snake and Salmon
Rivers presently or historically accessible to the fish
except for areas above impassable natural falls and
the river reaches above Hells Canyon and Dworshak
dams in Idaho."
The endangered salmon species use the critical
habitat in the tributary streams of the Snake and
Salmon River systems for spawning and rearing.
Newly hatched fish spend from a month to three
years in a freshwater stream, then begin a spring
migration downriver to the mouth of the Columbia
34.67 F Supp. 422 (N.D. W. Va. 1973), affd. 522 E2d 945 (4th
Cir. 1975).
35. 16 U.S.C. § 476 (repealed 1976).
36. See, e.g.. Zieske v. Butz, 406 E Supp. 258 (D. Alaska
1975).
37. Wilkinson & Anderson, svpra note 31. at 40.
38. 122 Cong. Rec 33.835 (1976).
39. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(a); see Idaho Conservation League v.
Mumma, 956 F.2d 1508, 1511 (9th Cir. 1992).
40. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(h); 36 C.F.R. § 219.
41. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(g)(3)(B), (E); 36 CR. § 219.19.
42. 36 C.R. § 219.19(a){7).
43. Id. §§ 219.19(a)(7): 219.27(a}{(8).
44. U.S FRE SrrVcE & BuEA~U OF Lom MKL%AE1mr,
EIFAONMETALASSESAETf R F THE k M, ST.AEciS FORMAWNG
ANADmwous Fisi-.roDu auG %1,1Tv.smw.s in EASTERN O.01, AND
\V'.ASH't . I.ID3OA1D PaD oPSCFCUFCRU!.A 1.3 (Februay 1995)
Iherelnafter PACFISH EAI.
45. 57 Fed. Reg. 14,653 (1992).
46. 56 Fed Reg. 58.619 (1991).
47.59 Fed. Reg. 42.529 (1994).
48. 58 Fed. Reg. 63.543 (1993).
49. Id.
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and out to the Pacific Ocean.' 0 The different salmon
species generally spend one to five years in the
ocean saltwater environment, and then make their
return migration to the freshwater streams where
they were born to spawn and die." Salmon travel
great distances in the course of their life-cycle
migrations; Idaho salmon stocks may travel over
900 miles inland from the ocean and overcome ele-
vation changes of 7,000 feet.'
2
Recent numbers of salmon returning to the
Columbia and Snake River systems and spawning
tributaries document the declining populations of
these stocks that led to the ESA listing of certain
Snake River runs. In 1992, the year spring/summer
chinook were listed as threatened, 25,236 of the
species were counted passing Lower Granite Dam,'
3
the last upstream dam that listed Snake River fish
must negotiate on the return migration to their
spawning habitat. As of October 1994, only 4,032
spring/summer chinook had made the return migra-
tion past lower Granite.' 4 In 1995, the returning
numbers of spring/summer chinook passing Lower
Granite dropped to 2,329. 5 On a larger scale, his-
toric runs of wild salmon and steelhead in the
Columbia River system are estimated at up to
16 million per year.' 6 By 1990, only 1.2 million
salmon and steelhead entered the Columbia River
system, and only about 300,000 of these fish were
wild stocks, the rest being hatchery reared fish.'
7
The construction and operation of major hydro-
electric dam projects on the Columbia and Snake
River is responsible for much of the decline in the
listed Snake River salmon stocks.' 8 However, other
human-induced mortality factors have contributed
to the salmon's endangered status. These factors,
described as the "4 H's," include habitat manage-
ment, harvest, and hatcheries, as well as hydropow-
50. ANTHONY NETBOY, THE COLUMBIA RIVER SALMON AND
STEELHEAD TROUT 39-45 (1980).
51. Id.
52. U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS. WALLA WALLA DISTRICT. 1992
COLUMBIA RIVER SYSTEM FLOW MEASURES OPTIONS
ANALYSIS/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 2-30 (lan. 1992) Ihere-
Inafter COLUMBIA RIVER FLOw MEASURES EIS].
53. OREGON DEPARTMENT OF FISH & WILDLIFE, ADULT AND JACK
COUNTS OF SALMON AT FOUR SNAKE RIVER DAMS 218-19 (I993).
54. Fish Passage Center, Oct. 21. 1994 Report, at 8.
55. Fish Passage Center, Nov. 3, 1995 Report, at 10.
56. COLUMBIA RIVER FLow MEASURES EIS, supra note 52, at 2-3 1.
57. Id.
58. See, e.g., Idaho Department of Fish and Game v. NMFS, 850
E Supp. 886, 897 (D. Or. 1994) (NMFS models estimate 81% to 93%
mortality for Snake River juvenile fall chinook and 41% mortality for
adult fall chinook from 1993 Columbia River system hydropower
operations), vacated as moot, 56 F3d i071 (9th Cir. 1995). Moreover, 80%
of the annual mortality to the Columbia and Snake River anadromous
er project operations. 59 The NMFS rulemaking list-
ing chinook salmon as threatened notes that silta-
tion and pollution from grazing, logging, and min-
ing activities, among other uses, have degraded
salmon habitat.60 Similarly, the critical habitat des-
ignation states that timber harvest, mining, road
construction, livestock grazing, and land manage-
ment activities in general may require special man-
agement considerations to assure that the essential
features of the designated critical habitat are main-
tained or restored for listed Snake River salmon
spawning.6i
II. The Pacific Rivers Council Litigation
In response to the declining conditions of
anadromous fish stocks and habitat, the Forest
Service undertook several steps. Pursuant to the
NFMA planning regulations, it established stan-
dards and guidelines for anadromous fish produc-
tion and habitat conservation in the individual for-
est plans developed in the region.62 Next, in 1991
the Forest Service adopted its Columbia River Basin
Anadromous Fish Habitat Management Policy and
Implementation Guide.'This document directed the
national forests within the Columbia River Basin to
establish objectives for anadromous fish produc-
tion, monitor the effects of ongoing forest activities
on the fish, and evaluate the cumulative effects of
forest management practices on anadromous fish
and their habitat.63
In 1992, after the Snake River salmon listings,
the Forest Service developed a section 7 consulta-
tion process for anadromous fish in coordination
with NMFS. This procedure was revised in early
1993.6 NMFS and the Forest Service agreed that
section 7 consultations would occur on a site- and
fish runs is attributable to hydropower development and operation,
Nortfhist Resource Infonnation Center, Inc.. 35 F3d at 1376 (citing NMFS,
Endangered and Threatened Species; Proposed Endangered Status
for Snake River Sockeye Salmon. 56 Fed. Reg. 14055, 14058 (1991)),
59. Idaho Dep't of Fish & Game, 850 F. Supp. at 889 n.4.
60. See, e.g.. 57 Fed. Reg, 14,653, 14,660 (1992),
61. 58 Fed. Reg. 68,543. 68,545 (1993),
62. For example, the Salmon National Forest plan calls for
managing anadromous fish habitat to supply and maintain 90%
or more of its inherent smolt production capability. U.S. DEPVT
AGRICULTURE, FOREST SERVICE, LAND AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
FOR THE SALMON NATIONAL FOREST IV-20 (1988),
63. U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, FOREST SERVICE, COLUMBIA RIVER
BASIN ANADROMOUS FISH HABITAT MANAGEMENT POLICY AND
IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE I (Ian. 25. 1991).
64. U.S. Dep't Agriculture. Forest Service Memorandum to
NMFS Envti Technical Services Div & Forest Supervisors for
Bitterroot, Clearwater. Nez Perce, Boise, Salmon, Challis, Payette,
Sawtooth, Umatilla, and Wallowa-Whitman National Forests re
Section 7 Consultation Process forAnadromous Fish (Feb. 16, 1993),
Woume 3, NoWl 2Murray D. Fddma
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activity-specific basis and not as part of the overar-
ching NFMA-developed forest plans for each forest.
Under the process, ongoing and proposed projects
were to be evaluated on a watershed basis for each.
forest. Forest Service biologists would determine
whether the forest management activities in a
watershed would have "no effect" or "may affect"
listed salmon. The Forest Service, together with the
BLM, also began in 1993 to develop interim strate-
gies for managing anadromous fish-producing
watersheds in the inland Northwest.
65
Despite these agency efforts to address anadro-
mous fish habitat concerns, the Pacific Rivers
Council and other environmental interests chal-
lenged the Forest Service's decision not to consult
with NMFS on the ongoing forest plans. In October
1992. the Pacific Rivers Council filed suit in federal
district court in Oregon alleging that the Forest
Service had violated ESA section 7 by failing to con-
sult with NMFS on the effect of forest plans for the
Umatilla and Wallowa-Whitman National Forests
on listed Snake River salmon stocks. The district
court held that the forest plans were agency actions
requiring consultation under section 7, and that the
Forest Service watershed or site-specific consulta-
tion approach with NMFS was inadequate to satisfy
this forest plan-level consultation obligation."
The district court concluded that the ongoing
application of the forest plans to current and future
forest management activities made the plans
"viable candidatelsi for ESA consultation."67 The
court ordered the Forest Service to prepare a bio-
logical assessment on the plans and consult with
NMFS. The court also enjoined the Forest Service
from undertaking additional timber, range or road-
building projects pending section 7 compliance. It
did not enioin ongoing or announced timber, range,
and road projects; the Forest Service had deter-
mined those prolects were not likely to affect listed
species and did not make irreversible or irretriev-
able resource commitments as proscribed by ESA
section 7(d). 68
On appeal, the Ninth Circuit upheld the district
court determination that the forest plans were
agency actions requiring consultation. The plans
establish the production targets for harvesting
resources within salmon habitat and also set forth
management criteria and practices for resource pro-
jects within this habitat.9 However, the Ninth
Circuit reversed and remanded that portion of the
district court's order excluding ongoing and
announced timber, range, and road projects from its
injunction pending section 7 compliance by the
Forest Service. Because the Forest Service had not
reinitiated consultation at the plan level on these
projects, its determination that the projects were
not irreversible or irretrievable commitments of
resources could not be relied upon to allow these
projects to proceed. ESA section 7(d) "does not
serve as a basis for any governmental action unless
and until consultation has been initiated. 7 0
After the Ninth Circuit decision, the Regional
Forester issued an order suspending all timber,
range, and road projects within or potentially affect-
ing salmon habitat in the two Oregon national
forests.71 The Forest Service also reinitiated consul-
tation under section 7 with NMFS for the two forest
plans at issue. As part of that reinitiation. the Forest
Service conducted section 7(d) evaluations on pro-
jects classified as "not likely to adversely affect"
(NLAA) listed salmon or their habitat. The Forest
Service determined that a number of these projects
could proceed because they would not result in the
irreversible or irretrievable commitment of
resources that might foreclose the implementation
of reasonable and prudent alternatives being con-
templated within the forest plan consultation or the
PACFISH standards. Nevertheless, the district court
held that under the Ninth Circuit remand ongoing
and announced timber sales, even those classified
as NLAA, could not go forward without the comple-
tion of consultation because those projects consti-
tuted per se irreversible and irretrievable commit-
ments of resources violating section 7(d)." The dis-
trict court held that ongoing NLAA grazing and
downed timber removal activities did not constitute
irreversible or irretrievable commitment of
resources. Those activities thus were allowed to
proceed pending completion of the forest plan con-
sultations.
Prior to the Ninth Circuit Pacific Rivers Council
decision, the plaintiffs filed a similar action in Idaho
seeking to enjoin all ongoing, announced, and pro-
posed logging, grazing, mining, and road-building
activities by the Forest Service that may affect
threatened and endangered Snake River salmon on
65. See infra notes 100-118 and accompanying text (PACFISH
interim strategies).
66. Pacific Rivers Council v. Ro~ertson, 854 R Supp. at 723.
67. 854 F. Supp. at 723.
68. Id. at 725.
69- Pacific Rivers Council v. Thomas. 30 E3d at 1055.
70. Id. at 1056.
71. Memorandum from john E. Lowe. Pacific Northwest
Regional Forester. to Forest Supervisors. Umatilla and Wallowa-
Whitman National Forests (Aug. 3. 1994).
72. Pacific Rivers Council v. Thomas. No. 92-1322-,A. slip
op. at 3-4 (D. Or. Oct. 20. 1994).
73. Ild. at 8; se 30 F3d at 1057.
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the six Idaho national forests. A preliminary injunc-
tion ultimately issued in that case,74 based largely
on the Ninth Circuit decision in the Pacific Rivers
Oregon case. The Idaho federal district court's order
enjoined all ongoing, proposed, or announced for-
est development projects that might affect endan-
gered Snake River salmon on the six Idaho national
forests pending the completed section 7 consulta-
tion between the Forest Service and NMFS on the
effects of the forest plans on listed salmon. The
injunction in the Idaho case also applied to miner-
al activities, despite the arguments of several min-
ing company intervenors that mineral operations
were not controlled by the forest plans in the same
way as were timber, grazing, and road-building pro-
jects.7 5 The Pacific Rivers Idaho injunction was stayed
shortly after its issuance when the government and
the plaintiffs stipulated that during the 45-day peri-
od required to complete consultation on the forest
plans, ongoing forest projects would not adversely
affect listed Snake River salmon or their habitat.
76
Because of the stay, no forest activities were actual-
ly forced to shut down. Nevertheless, the injunction
order demonstrated the powerful reach of the ESA
consultation requirements to disrupt resource
development activities on the national forests.77
On March 1, 1995, NMFS issued its Biological
Opinion on the six Idaho forest plans and the two
Oregon forest plans at issue in the Pacific Rivers
Council litigation, marking the completion of the for-
mal consultation process. Shortly thereafter, the
Idaho district court dissolved its preliminary injunc-
tion order.78 The solution to the impending freeze
on forest management activities that would have
been imposed under the Pacific Rivers Idaho injunc-
tion was an interconnected series of measures pur-
porting to implement some version of ecosystem
management on the inland Pacific Northwest
national forests. These interconnected elements
included the NMFS Biological Opinion, the Forest
Service's interim PACFISH and inland native fish
strategies, two geographically-broad environmental
impact statements (EISs) for public lands in the
Interior Columbia River Basin, and the revision of
individual national forest plans pursuant to these
ecosystem management EISs.
III. Ecosystem Management Approaches
to Address Declining Habitat Conditions and
Blodiversity Conservation on National Forest
Lands
A. The NMFS Biological Opinion
In response to the Pacific Rivers Idaho injunc-
tion, NMFS issued its Biological Opinion on the
Land and Resource Management Plans for the
Boise, Challis, Nez Perce, Payette, Salmon,
Sawtooth, Umatilla, and Wallowa-Whitman
National Forests.79 The Biological Opinion reflects
NMFS' conclusion that an abstract, plan-level con-
sultation cannot predict site-specific impacts to
li~ted Snake River salmon, which is consistent with
the timber and mining industries' position In the
Pacific Rivers litigation. NMFS' bottom-line conclu-
sion is that development of forest resources to the
maximum extent permissible under the existing for-
est plans would result in jeopardy to the species
and adverse modification of their critical habitat.
The Biological Opinion unequivocally announces
NMFS' preference for revision of the forest plans to
avoid that possibility, and its desire to see the for-
est plan consultation and analysis stepped-down in
watershed, rather than project-specific, level con-
sultations. The Biological Opinion also describes
with equal clarity NMFS' expectations regarding the
two ongoing broad-scale ecosystem management
ElSs. NMFS believes that those ElSs should result
in amendments to the forest plans that will provide
greater protection for listed salmon.
In a passage which underscores the speculative
nature of NMFS' analysis, the agency declares that
it would be reasonable to conclude that "the aggre-
gate of site-specific activities is likely to jeopardize
the species and adversely modify their critical habi-
tat if the extent to which activities under a particu-
lar [forest plan] exceed a threshold of adverse effect
on the species. 80 NMFS then concedes that the
best available science "may not now allow quantifl-
74. Pacific Rivers Council v. Thomas, 873 F. Supp. at 370, 372.
75. 873 F. Supp. at 372-374.
76. Pacific Rivers Council v. Thomas, No. 94-0159-S-DAE (D.
Idaho Jan. 20, 1995) (order staying implementation of iniunction).
77. For example, a declaration filed by the Forest Service
stated that the Idaho injunction could affect 55 timber sales then
under contract, 232 authorized grazing permittees. five road con-
struction projects, and 82 mining operations authorized by
approved plans of operations in the six national forests encom-
passed by the injunction. Declaration of Dale N. Bosworth, Pacific
Rivers Council v. Thomas, No. 94-0159-S-DAE (D. Idaho Jan. 19,
1995). The injunction order also had a strong impact on the local
communities affected by the potential disruption of forest com-
modity production. See, e.g., Steve Stuebner, Salmon campaign frac.
tures over how to include people, HIGH COUNTRY NEWS, Feb. 20, 1995,
at 4: Lenore Barrett, Small towns find it difficult to recover from environ-
mental lawsuits. THE IDAHO STATESMAN. May 16, 1995. at 8A.
78. Pacific Rivers Council v. Thomas, No. 94-0159-S-DAE
(D. Idaho Mar. 9. 1995) (order dissolving Injunction).
79. NMFS NORTHWEST REGION. BIOLOGICAL OPINION. LAND AND
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR THE BOISE, CHALUS, NEz PERcE,
PAYETrE, SALMON, SAWTOOTH, UMATILLA, AND WALLOWA-WHITMAN
NATIONAL FORESTS (March 1. 1995) Ihereinafter BIOLOGICAL. OPINIONI,
80. Id. at 15 (emphasis in original).
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cation of that threshold," but states that it will
nonetheless advise the Forest Service "how it may
best avoid exceeding that threshold ... until the
[forest plans] are amended."8
NMFS seeks in the Biological Opinion to curtail
all resource utilization that would harm salmon or
salmon habitat. The agency believes that currently
"there is a low expectation of survival with an ade-
quate potential for recovery" of listed salmon.
8 2
Accordingly, new activities (or ongoing activities
which have not undergone consultation) "must
reduce risks to the listed species in the action area
to insure that the likelihood of the species' survival
and recovery is not appreciably reduced. The
amount of risk reduction necessary to determine
that the action will not likely jeopardize the listed
species will depend upon the current status of the
species."83 NMFS apparently takes the position that
new activities (and ongoing activities which have
not undergone consultation)8 4 must actually improe
conditions for the fish above the existing baseline.
The Biological Opinion identifies the various
activities which have impacted listed salmon popu-
lations, including livestock grazing, road construc-
tion, timber harvest, mining, and stream channel-
ization on private and federal lands. 85 The Opinion
does not rank activities in terms of the magnitude of
their particular impacts on fish or fish habitat. It
does, however, conclude that the existing forest
plans do not provide "sufficient guidance to identi-
fy and avoid the proposal of projects with adverse
effects at the earliest opportunity." 6 Without appar-
ent irony. NMFS then cites a list of concluded sec-
tion 7 consultations as support for the proposition
that "conflicting resource uses within riparian areas
are not always resolved in favor of riparian-depen-
dent resources," 87 and that site-specific consulta-
tions demonstrate that site-specific actions consis-
tent with the forest plans may lead to adverse
effects on the listed salmon.8 8
The Biological Opinion sets forth strong recom-
mendations regarding how each activity set should
be managed in the future. For instance, with regard
to mining, NMFS concludes that the forest plans
'may not provide parameters sufficient to avoid the
proposal of mining activities that are likely to
adversely affect salmon or their critical habitat. 8 9
The Biological Opinion states that with respect to
the PACFISH ripanan habitat conservation areas
(RHCAs), the
lalmended [forest planl standards and
guidelines address mine reclamation
requirements "for impacts that cannot be
avoided" in RHCAs, but do not clearly
instruct managers to avoid salmon impacts
from mining. ... In addition, no guidance is
provided on how forest managers should
decide whether "impacts (from mineral
operation) ... cannot be avoided," 'no
alternative to situating facilities in RHCAs
exists," and "no alternative to locating
mine waste ... facilities in RHCAs exists."
Amendments to these Iforest plansl can be
expected to facilitate compliance with the
ESA. 90
Until such amendments are forthcoming,
NMFS intends to ensure short term protection for
listed salmon by imposing "Riparian Management
Objectives' identified in PACFISH, requiring imple-
mentation of the PACFISH RHCAs, and imposing
additional protections for "Priority Watersheds"
(which NMFS will identify with the Forest Service's
assistance).91 In particular, NMFS believes that in
such Priority Watersheds, the Forest Service 'should
use the full extent of its authorities to ensure that
new mines ... and other mining operations ... are
located outside of RHCAs" unless they pose a de
nunimis risk.92 The Forest Service is also instructed
to use watershed analysis in Priority Watersheds
prior to approving plans of operation for mineral
activities outside of RHCAs that are likely to
adversely affect salmon or critical habitat, and to
adjust proposed plans of operation or prohibit min-
ing altogether to prevent adverse effects. 3
81. Id. at 15.
82. Id. at 20.
83. Id. at 20.
84. In the Biological Opinion. NMFS treats ongoing activi-
ties somewhat elliptically. It notes that the environmental base-
line condition does not include -future discretionary activities
within the action area that have not undergone ESA consulta-
tion. and describes the current status of the species In relation
to the nsks presented by the continuing effects of all previous
actions and resource commitments "that are not sublect to fur-
ther exercise of Federal discretion.' If an ongoing activity Is sub-
iected to consultation. NMFS will "evaluate the effects of previ-
ous resource commitments separately from the effects that
would be caused by that action's future prosecution as pro-
posed. Id. at 18.
85. Id. at 35.
86. Id. at 37.
87. Id. at 43.
88. Id. at 44.
89. Id. at 57.
90. Id. at 57-58.
91. Id. at 67-75.
92. Id. at 78.
93. Id. at 78.
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The Biological Opinion anticipates significant
amendments to the forest plans from the pending
ecosystem management EISs. In particular, NMFS
calls for an ecosystem-based approach that recon-
ciles the "goals for production of goods and services
... with the needs of endangered salmon."94 The for-
est plan EISs, as amended by the broad-scale
ecosystem management EISs:
should evaluate one or more alternatives
with a high probability of ensuring the sur-
vival and recovery of listed salmonid
species. The EISs should evaluate alterna-
tive land allocations, allowable sale quan-
tities, grazing intensities, management
area prescriptions, desired future condi-
tions, and other decisions that affect the
intensity and timing of management
actions on [Forest Servicel lands, thereby
affecting the ecological processes and
functions that create and sustain salmon
habitat.95
NMFS .then states that to comply with the
National Environmental Policy Act,9 the Forest
Service must, among other things:
1. Develop a strategy that establishes ade-
quate high quality salmon habitat basin-
wide;
2. Adjust land allocations and outputs of
goods and services to reflect the ecolog-
ical requirements of listed salmon,
including allocating habitats for salmon
survival and recovery;
3. Identify and protect pristine or relatively
pristine watersheds as "benchmarks", and
4. Establish as one of the purposes of the
ElSs that all forest plans should pro-
mote the survival and recovery of listed
salmon.9
7
NMFS concludes the Biological Opinion by not-
ing that if the Forest Service does not meet the
goals of improving anadromous fish resources and
habitat, as described more fully in the Biological
Opinion, or if the "development of the [broad-scale
94. Id. at 46.
95. Id. at 89.
96. Cunously, NMFS offers its advice on the required com-
ponents for the Forest Service's NEPA compliance, even though
NMFS is not the entity charged with implementation or oversight
of the NEPA program. See 40 C.F.R. § 1500 (setting out Council on
Environmental Quality role in NEPA implementation).
97. See BIOLOGICA. OPINION, supra note 79. at 89-91.
98. Id. at 92.
ecosystem management] EISs is cancelled, sus-
pended or delayed (past December, 1995)," NMFS
would consider those circumstances to require
reinitiation of the forest plan consultation.98
Interestingly, the Interior Columbia Basin ecosys-
tem management ElSs are not scheduled for release
until June 1996 should funding remain available.99
However, there is no indication yet from NMFS
whether this delay will require reinitiation of the
Pacific Rivers consultation with the Forest Service on
the eight forest plans covered in the Biological
Opinion.
B. PACFISH
Another element of the interconnected
responses to the Pacific Rivers Council cases and the
factors underlying that litigation is the joint BLM
and Forest Service PACFISH strategy. As detailed
above, the NMFS Biological Opinion relies In large
part on the agency measures adopted in PACFISH.
The PACFISH process is an interagency ecosystem
management approach for maintaining and restor-
ing healthy, functioning watersheds, riparian areas,
and aquatic habitats within the range of Pacific
anadromous fish on Forest Service and BLM
lands 00 The PACFISH strategy amends fifteen for-
est plans in the inland Pacific Northwest, as well as
seven BLM land management plans in the five BLM
districts affected.i 0 PACFISH responds in part to
declining habitat conditions and anadromous fish
stocks on Forest Service and BLM lands. For exam-
ple, a Forest Service study found that eighty percent
of the Upper Grande Ronde River Basin in the
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest failed to meet
forest plan standards for water temperature, sedi-
ment levels, and riparian conditions.0Z The strategy
was adopted in February 1995.
The PACFISH strategy was developed from the
aquatic conservation strategy (ACS) in the FEMAT
(Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team)
approach for riparian reserves in the northern spot-
ted owl old growth forests on the westside of the
Cascades in Washington and Oregon, and a portion
of California. The goal of the ACS program was to
maintain ecological functions and protect stream
and riparian habitat and water quality 03 PACFISH
establishes interim management direction for
99. See U.S. FOREST SERVICE AND BLM, UPPER COLUMBIA RIVER
BAsIN EIS PROJECT, UPPER COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN EIS PROJECT
UPDATE, COMMENTs To IssuEs AND MORE ... (July 1995),
I00. PACFISH EA, supra note 44, at Glossary-5.
i01. See Decision Notice 1-I 2 in PACFISH EA, supra note 44;
PACFISH EA. supra note 44 app, D.
102. PACFISH EA, supra note 44, at 10.
103. SerSeaitle Audubon Soc'y, 871 F Supp. at 1321.
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anadromous fish habitat while the BLM and the
Forest Service examine longer-term options in the
ecosystem management ElSs being developed for
the Interior Columbia Basin Region. The stated
duration of the PACFISH interim strategy is eigh-
teen months, although that could be extended if the
ecosystem management ElSs are not developed on
schedule.i 4 The primary goal of PACFISH is to
arrest degradation and begin the restoration of
riparian and aquatic ecosystems in watersheds
where anadromous fish habitat is present or easily
could be reestablished.105
To achieve these goals, the PACFISH program
establishes various riparian management objec-
tives which represent quantitative measures for cer-
tain physical factors that are components and indi-
cators of healthy stream ecosystems. 10 6 These fac-
tors. and the quantitative measures used to imple-
ment the objectives, are summarized below:
* pool frequency (certain number per mile
depending on stream channel width);
" water temperature (below 60F in spawn-
ing habitats);
" large woody debris (certain number of
pieces per mile for forested ecosystems
depending on general geographic area
[coastal or Inland Northwest]);
* bank stability (more than 80% stable for
non-forested ecosystems);
" lower bank angle (more than 75% of
banks with less than 90 degree angle
[i.e., not undercut] for non-forested
ecosystems;
" width/depth ratio (less than 10 for mean
wetted width divided by mean depth).10 7
The heart of the PACFISH strategy is the desig-
nation of riparian habitat conservation areas 'to
identify areas of watersheds most sensitive to man-
agement."' 08 RHCAs are "portions of watersheds
where riparian-dependent resources receive prima-
ry emphasis."O9 The RHCAs effectively establish
buffer zones around stream and lake areas in
anadromous fish watersheds. The width of the
buffer strip depends on the nature of the stream.
For fish-bearing streams, the RHCA extends for 300
feet on either side of the stream. For permanently
flowing non-fish-bearing streams, the RHCA
extends for 150 feet on either side. For ponds, lakes,
reservoirs, and wetlands greater than one acre, the
RHCA extends 150 feet from the edge of the water
body. For seasonally flowing or intermittent
streams, or wetlands less than one acre, the RHCA
extends for 100 feet in key watersheds and for fifty
feet in non-key watersheds.' i1
The PACFISH strategy also contains standards
and guidelines forvarious forest management activ-
ities within RHCAs. Timber harvest is generally pro-
hibited, road construction projects modified to
minimize sedimentation to streams, and grazing
practices adjusted to eliminate impacts inconsis-
tent with the riparian management objectives.
Recreation facilities within RHCAs must be
designed and operated to help attain riparian man-
agement oblectives.i' Mineral operations must
avoid adverse effects to listed species and designat-
ed critical habitat. Also, structures, support facili-
ties, and roads for minerals operations should be
located outside of RHCAs.1i 2
The RHCA concept, and the management stan-
dards and guidelines imposed in these areas.
demonstrate the broad reach of the PACFISH strat-
egy. The PACFISH EA indicates that, on average,
twenty-five to forty-five percent of the land area
within anadromous watersheds would be included
within RHCAs.ii3 At these percentages, the amount
of public land included in RHCAs can be significant.
For example, approximately ninty-eight percent of
the total acreage of Idaho's Salmon National Forest
is included within anadromous watersheds.1' 4 Even
if only twenty-five to forty-five percent of the
anadromous watersheds are within the RHCA des-
ignations, the PACFISH strategy imposes significant
new management standards and guidelines for
approximately 425,000 to 765,000 acres on the
Salmon National Forest alone.'
Additionally, the PACFISH approach defines
"fish-bearing streams" to include any fish, not just
anadromous fish.ii6 Also, if any anadromous fish
are present in a watershed, for instance in the lower
reaches, then the entire watershed is considered to
be an anadromous watershed." 7 Further, the PAC-
FISH standards and guidelines apply to activities
104. See Deision Notice 11-12 in PACFISH EA supra note 44;
PACFISH EA, supra note 44. at 1. 13.
105. PACFISH EA, supra note 44. at 6.
106. Id. at 23. C-4 to C-6.
107. See id. at C-6.
108. id. at 29.
109. Id. at C-6.
110. Id. at 29. C-8 to C-9.
11. Id. at C-10 to C-13.
112. Id. at C-13 to C-15.
113. Id.at 14.
114. Id. at B-i.
115. See L. at B-i (Salmon National Forest contains 1.7 mil-
lion aaes of anadromous watersheds).
116. Id. at Glossar"-3.
117. Id. at F-17.
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outside (e.g. upstream) of the RHCAs where those
activities may affect the attainment of the riparian
management objectives and maintenance of ripari-
an values within the RHCAs." 8 Thus, the PACFISH
strategy, despite its interim status and purportedly
limited extent, can have a far-reaching impact on a
broad range of forest management activities.
The PACFISH strategy's application to ongoing
projects (i.e. those approved or permitted before
the adoption of this interim strategy) further
demonstrates the broad reach of the program.
Under PACFISH, the agencies are to suspend
approvals for ongoing projects and activities that
may pose an unacceptable risk to anadromous
fish.ii9 Importantly, this ongoing project direction
goes beyond ESA constraints by applying to any
anadromous fish and not just those fish listed
under the Act. The PACFISH strategy has an alterna-
tive two-part unacceptable risk inquiry. A project is
deemed to pose an unacceptable risk to anadro-
mous fish if either one or more of the essential fea-
tures of critical habitat for listed fish is affected
such that the value of that habitat to contribute to
survival and recovery is diminished; or if the ongo-
ing action results in increased mortality, reduced
growth, or other adverse physiological changes,
reduced reproductive success, or other adverse
behavioral changes. 120 Both standards in this alter-
native test are significantly broader than the analo-
gous ESA protections for critical habitat or species
jeopardy.
For instance, under ESA section 7(a)(2), the
Forest Service and BLM must ensure that any action
the agencies authorize "is not likely to jeopardize
the continued existence of any endangered species
... or result in the destruction or adverse modifica-
tion of Icriticall habitat."121 The first of the alterna-
tive factors in the PACFISH unacceptable risk crite-
ria addresses the protection of critical habitat.
Under the NMFS regulations implementing section
7(a)(2), the phrase "destruction or adverse modifi-
cation" is defined to mean "a direct or indirect alter-
ation that appreciably diminishes the value of critical
habitat for both the survival and recovery of a listed
species."122 Thus, under section 7(a)(2), the agen-
cies must ensure that their actions do not "appre-
ciably diminish" the value of critical habitat for the
listed anadromous fish.
By contrast, the PACFISH unacceptable risk cri-
terion expands this section 7 standard to apply to
an activity that may simply diminish one or more
essential features of listed anadromous fish critical
habitat, even if the activity does not "appreciably
diminish" the critical habitat. This expansive appli-
cation of the ESA section 7 standards appears to be
unwarranted. For example, alternatives that the
NMFS may suggest an agency take to avoid jeop-
ardy or adverse modification are limited to those
alternatives that are implementable in a manner
consistent with the intended purpose of the action,
within the scope of the action agency's legal author-
ity and jurisdiction, and economically and techni-
cally feasible.123 However, certain PACFISH guide-
lines impose additional project constraints beyond
these ESA standards.
124
The second criterion for the unacceptable risk
screening addresses the potential to jeopardize the
continued existence of the listed anadromous fish
stocks. Again, the NMFS regulations implementing
ESA section 7 provide a specific definition of the
term "jeopardize the continued existence of." This
phrase means to "engage in an action that reason-
ably would be expected, directly or indirectly, to
reduce appreciably the likelihood of both the survival
and recovery of a listed species in the wild by repro-
ducing the reproduction, numbers, or distribution
of that species. 125 As before, the second unaccept-
able risk criterion fails to incorporate the "reduce
appreciably" standard of the ESA section 7 regula-
tions. To the extent this second risk screening crite-
rion is also aimed at the section 7 provisions
against a "take" of a listed species (except as autho-
rized by an incidental take statement), 126 this crite-
rion also unjustifiably expands the regulatory defin-
ition of harm under the ESA. That definition pro-
vides that "harm" means "an act which actually kills
or injures wildlife. Such act may include significant
habitat modification or degradation where it actual-
I 18. Id. at C-9.
119. Id. at 18-19.
120. Id. at 18.
121. 16 U.s.C. § 1536(a)(2).
122. 50 C.F.R. § 402.02 (emphasis added).
123. See id.
124. For instance, the PACFISH mineral standards and
guidelines call on the agencies to prohibit waste rock or tailings
facilities in RHCAs. If no alternative location is available, these
facilities must be located to ensure mass stability and to ensure
no release of acid of toxic materials, If the stability of the facility
cannot be ensured, or the "no release" condition cannot be met,
then these facilities are prohibited In the RHCAs. PACFISH EA,
supra note 44. at C-14. These standards also require mineral oper-
ators to recontour disturbed areas to "near pre-mining topogra-
phy." This requirement represents a significant change from cur-
rent Forest Service standards, which require only that surface
areas disturbed by minerals operations be reshaped and revege-
tated where reasonably practicable to prevent or control adverse
environmental effects. 36 C.ER. § 228.8(g).
125. 50 C.F.R. § 402.02 (emphasisadded),
126. See 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(4), (o).
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ly kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing
essential behavioral patterns, including breeding,
feeding or sheltering.i 27 Thus, the harm standard
requires more than just adverse behavioral
changes, it requires "significant" changes that actu-
ally "kill or injure" listed fish. 128 This difference fur-
ther demonstrates the expansion of the ESA
species conservation standards through the PAC-
FISH unacceptable risk screening criteria.
C. Inland Native Fish Strategy
In addition to the PACFISH strategy, the Forest
Service (without joint action by the BLM) adopted
an Inland Native Fish Strategy. INFISH applies to
the non-anadromous watersheds on 22 national
forests in the general area covered by PACFISH, i.e.
Eastern Oregon, Eastern Washington, Idaho,
Western Montana, and portions of Nevada.
129
INFISH establishes interim management direction
to protect inland native fish habitat by reducing the
risk of loss of populations and reducing potential
negative impacts to aquatic habitat. 130 INFISH
amends the current management direction estab-
lished in the Forest Service's regional guides and
existing forest plans for the affected inland
Northwest region. 3i INFISH uses similar manage-
ment direction as PACFISH, modified slightly to be
more specific to inland native fish, particularly bull
trout.132 However, similar riparian management
objectives, standards and guidelines, and monitor-
ing requirements, as well as RHCAs, that are found
in the PACFISH program are incorporated into
INFISH. Also as with PACFISH, the INFISH strategy
is intended for the 18-month interim period pend-
ing completion of the Forest Service and BLM
broad-scale ecosystem management EISs for the
Interior Columbia River Basin. 13
D. Interior Columbia River Basin Ecosystem
Management Project
As a follow-up to the PACFISH and INFISH
interim strategies, and to respond to President
Clinton's July 1993 directive to develop a scientifi-
cally sound and ecosystem-based strategy for man-
agement of the eastside forests in Oregon and
Washington, the Forest Service and the BLM are
preparing two geographically-broad environmental
impact statements (EISs) for the Inland Pacific
Northwest. Known as the "interior Columbia Basin
Ecosystem Management Project"' (ICBEMP), this
effort aims to apply ecosystem management princi-
ples to the entire national forest and BLM land
holdings within the inland Pacific Northwest, that
area of the Columbia River Basin east of the
Cascade Mountains. The ICBEMP process originally
proposed to amend 74 different national forest and
BLM district plans. The price tag for this effort is
approximately $32 million, of which about $25 mil-
lion has been spent to date for background analyses
prior to development of the landscape-scale EISs.
The Eastside EIS will cover national forests and
BLM lands east of the Cascade Range in Oregon
and Washington, while the Upper Columbia River
Basin EIS will address similar lands within that
drainage basin in Idaho, Western Montana. and por-
tions of Utah and Nevada.'3 These EISs will cover
about 75 million acres of federal public lands. By
comparison, the broad reach of the PACFISH strate-
127. 50 C.FR. § 17.4.
128. See National wtildlife Fed'n v. Burlington No. R.R. Inc..
23 F.3d 1508, 1511 (9th Cir. 1994) (must be sufficient likelihood of
future harm to obtain relief under ESA section 9; to establish tak-
ing, must show actual significant impairment of species breeding
or feeding habits and prove that the alleged habitat degradation
prevents recovery of the species); Forest Conservation Council v.
Rosboro Lumber Co., 50 E3d 781. 787-88 (9th Cir. 1995) (to estab-
lish a section 9 taking, plaintiff has the burden of demonstrating
that harm to a listed species will, to a reasonable certainty. result
from the defendant's habitat-altering activities; mere possibility
that these actions could cause harm to a listed species Is Insuffi-
cient).
129. U.S. FOREST SERVICE, INLAND NATIVE FISH STRATEGY
ENVIRONMENTAL AssEss ENm INLAND NATIVE FISH STRATGY TEAt.i.
COEUR D'ALENE, ID (June 1995) [hereinafter INFISH EA].
130. Id. at 1-2.
131. Id. at 1-3.
132. Id. at i-i. 11-12. In June 1995. HIS issued Its second
"warranted but precluded" ESA listing determination for bull
trout. 60 Fed. Reg. 30,825 (1995). The Service found that listing of
the bull trout was warranted but precluded by other agency list-
Ing priorities. In this finding. FWS cited INFISH as an example of
activities that wiii reduce the magnitude of threats to bull trout
activities that will reduce the magnitude of threats to bull trout
and support the decision not to list the species at this time. Id.
133. INFISH EA. supra note 129. at I-2.
134. See 59 Fed. Reg. 46E0 (1994) (Eastside EIS Notice of
Intent); 59 Fed. Reg. 63.071 (1994) (Upper Columbia River Basin
EIS Notice of Intent).
On August 7. 1995. the Forest Service issued notice of its
Intent to revise the scope of the Upper Columbia River Basin
environmental assessment project to exclude from the project
the Targhee National Forest and those portions of the Bridger-
Teton and Caribou National Forests that are within the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE). The notice also indicated that the
"Forest Service Intends to provide direction for National Forest
System lands within the GYE In an ecosystem context" 60 Fed.
Reg. 40,153 (1995). Further communications with the regional
Forest Service office for the Intermountain Region indicate that
the Forest Service is tentatively planning to conduct an environ-
mental assessment of the GYE sometime in 1996. Such a project
is Intended to be on a smaller scale than the Upper Columbia
River Basin prolect. with any changes being made at the forest
plan level. Srz abo Targfrz Forest Plin Ecosystem Mcdel. Ckssm
I\VoMINGI STAR-TRiu;., Nov. 7. 1995, at B3 (describing prolect-
level ecosystem management research efforts underway within
Targhee National Forest).
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gy extended to only about 15 million acres in the
inland Northwest, while the President's old-growth
FEMAT plan covered approximately 24 million acres
in the westside forests of Washington, Oregon, and
Northern California.
The ICBEMP is designed to develop long-term
management direction for the national forest sys-
tem and BLM lands in the Interior Columbia River
Basin. The ecosystem management EISs will
address a broad range of goals that include social
and economic as well as ecological elements. For
instance, the agencies indicate that the EISs will
address "realistic expectations" regarding commod-
ity outputs from the public lands. The ecosystem
management EISs are primarily vegetation-based,
including silvicultural and range management com-
ponents. The EIS analysis and strategy will focus on
broad issues such as desired vegetation complexes,
ecosystem type conversions, and the frequency of
stand-replacement fires.
The EISs will address other issues including
forest and rangeland ecosystem health, the integra-
tion of social and economic considerations into
public land and resources management, and popu-
lation viability and long-term sustainability of
threatened, endangered, and sensitive species.
Additionally, the EISs are to improve the agencies'
capability to implement plans to achieve ecosystem
management objectives, and the ElSs will make
decisions about the desired ranges of future condi-
tions for the public land ecosystems under consid-
eration. These decisions will lead to revisions of the
standards and guidelines in national forest and
135. Section 314 of the Fiscal Year 1996 Interior
Appropriations Bill passed by the House of Representatives
would predude the use of any appropriated funds for operation
or implementation of what it terms the "Interior Columbia River
Basin Ecoregion Assessment Prolect." The Bill provided $600,000
to complete the scientific assessment work underlying the
Prolect. but prohibits completion of the planned ecosystem man-
agement ElSs. The Senate version of the bill contained an appro-
priation of $4 million needed to complete the EISs. On
September 29, 1995, the House recommitted the Interior report
back to committee for reasons unrelated to the ecosystem pro-
ject funding. Thus, the conference committee is not likely to alter
the $4 million funding level and other provisions left in place by
the House.
In addition, the Bill provides that the agencies are to com-
plete the draft EISs and scientific assessment and publish and
submit the documents to Congress by April 30, 1996. Instead of
completing a final EIS and adopting a single record of decision
to amend the various Forest Service and BLM plans in the
region, the Appropriations Bill calls for individual units (nation-
al forests and BLM districts) to review existing plans in light of
the scientific information in the assessment and to amend
these plans, where necessary, by either July 31, 1996 (non-sig-
nificant amendments) or December 31. 1996 (significant
amendments).
136. See. e.g.. Jonathan Bnnckman. Don't Kill Lands Analysis.
BLM land-use plans. The ElSs are also designed to
refine the PACFISH and INFISH strategies with more
flexible approaches that will protect fish and other
species and provide for needed management in
both riparian and upland areas to keep ecological
risks at acceptable levels.
In addition to these scientific or planning goals,
the ICBEMP EIS process also has some practical
policy-oriented goals for the agencies. As the pro-
ject presently is faced with a termination of its fund-
ing prior to the completion of these EISs, 135 the
agencies have been more forthright in identifying
these practical concerns supporting the ecosystem
management EIS approach. 36 These concerns
include providing a reduced vulnerability to legal
challenges based on improved impact analysis
through basinwide assessment as opposed to indi-
vidual forest or BLM resource area plans. The agen-
cies also foresee "more consistent and favorable"
ESA consultations based on the development of
these ecosystem EISs. 13 7 In short, the Forest Service
and BLM are attempting through the ecosystem
management approach to maneuver in front of the
ESA hammer and injunctions they have faced over
northern spotted owl and salmon issues in the
region. 138 As described above, NMFS has adopted
the modifications expected through the ecosystem
management EIS approach as part of its evaluation
of the agencies' compliance with ESA requirements
to conserve listed Snake River salmon and their
habitat.
The Forest Service and BLM have identified
several alternative management approaches to be
Both Sides Say, THE IDAHO STATESMAN, July 4, 1995, at IA: Thomas
Discusses Forests. THE IDAHO STATESMAN, July 13. 1995, at IB; Land
Study Deserves Rescue. THE IDAHO STATESMAN. July 13, 1995, at 8A,
137. ICBEMP ExEctmvE STEERING COMMITTEE (WALLA WALLA,
WA AND BOISE, ID), BENEFITS AND RISKS OF THE INTERIOR COLUMBIA
BASIN EcosysTm MANAGEMENT PROIECr 8 (July 21, 1995) [herelnafter
ICBEMP BENEFITS AND RISKS).
138. See id. at 13. On August 4. 1995. FWS and NMFS pub-
lished notice of a proposed rule that would modify how section
7(a) ESA consultations are conducted for certain land manage-
ment planning and non-site specific activities of the BLM and
Forest Service. 60 Fed. Reg. 39,921 (1995). The proposed proce-
dures differ from the existing procedures In that they "encourage
ESA consultation well before project-level decisions are made
and provide a framework for consultation on program-level or
ecosystem-level decisions, as opposed to prolect-level deci-
sions.' Id. This proposed rulemaking appears to be another step
by the agencies to maneuver around the consultation obligations
imposed by the Pacific Rivers Council litigation, or at least to pro
vide a means to accommodate such plan-level consultations
more smoothly without disrupting ongoing land management
activities. The purported purpose of the new rules Is to provide a
means to incorporate criteria or parameters which will provide
greater protection for fish, wildlife, and plant resources In the
BLM resource management plans and Forest Service plans,
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evaluated in the ecosystem management ElSs. 1i
These include: First, a continuation of the current
PACFISH and INFISH intenm management strate-
gies. Second, a land allocation strategy similar to
the "Option 9" approach adopted under FEMAT for
the northern spotted owl forests will be considered.
In the FEMAT model, national forest and BLM lands
within the range of the northern spotted owl were
classified into old-growth reserves for owl habitat,
matrix lands where timber harvest was allowed sub-
ject to environmental requirements, adaptive man-
agement areas where new methods to achieve eco-
logical and resource output goals were applied, and
riparian reserves identified through the aquatic
conservation strategy. The aquatic conservation
strategy established various watershed classifica-
tions that overlaid the other reserve and matrix
lands and restricted activities within the riparian
reserves to conserve aquatic species.40 Third, the
ecosystem EISs will consider the no action alterna-
tive of continuing current BLM and Forest Service
plan direction without the PACFISH or INFISH inter-
im strategies. Fourth, an intensive ecosystem
restoration effort to move the region's public land
ecosystems within the historic range of variability
will be evaluated. This last alternative is designed
primarily to address "forest health" concerns and
long-term species conversions on the federal forest
and rangelands in the region resulting from fire sup-
pression activities, insect and disease outbreaks,
and past resource management practices. 141
E. Forest Sewice's New Ecosystem Management Rules
In response -to numerous long-term concerns
with the forest planning process, including the treat-
ment of national forest resources on an ecosystem
basis and declining habitat conditions for ESA-list-
ed and sensitive species on national forest lands,
the Forest Service proposed new planning regula-
tions in April 1995.142 Although the proposed forest
planning regulations are of nationwide scope, the
ecosystem management focus of the revisions and
the factors underlying the -development of the pro-
posal mirror the ESA and ecosystem management
concerns driving the changes to federal public lands
management in the Pacific Northwest. The new
Forest Service regulations will control the overall
forest planning process and the revision or amend-
ment of current forest plans. Thus, the proposed reg-
ulations will affect how all forest resources are man-
aged on national forest system lands.
In the proposed rules,.the Forest Service states
that the principal goal of managing the national
forests will be to maintain or restore the sustain-
ability of ecosystems.14 3 This goal represents a sig-
nificant shift in federal forest management from a
focus on producing things to a focus on protecting
ecosystems."' By contrast, the original NFMA plan-
ning regulations directed Forest Service planners to
maximize the net public benefit of goods and ser-
vices produced from the national forests.14
The proposed NFMA regulations provide two
options for addressing species diversity concerns.
Under Option I, forest planners would identify spe-
cific habitat needs for sensitive species and com-
pare these needs to current forest plan direction.
That direction woulol be modified, if necessary, to
protect habitat capability to preclude the ESA list-
ing or extirpation of sensitive species from the for-
est plan area. This proposal defines sensitive
species to include those identified by FWS as
Category I or 2 candidate species for ESA listing or
species identified by the Network of Natural
Heritage Programs and Conservation Data Centers
as meeting certain criteria.',
Option 11 would maintain the current "viable
populations" rule. 147 Under this approach, the
national forest resources are managed to maintain
the viable populations of existing native and desir-
able non-native vertebrate species found on the
forests. This option retains the present management
indicator species approach where certain species are
selected for monitoring and planning purposes
"because their population changes are believed to
indicate the effects of management activities on
other species of selected major biological communi-
ties or on water quality."14 s The preamble to the pro-
posed regulations outlines the agency's concern
with the present 'viable populations" rule, and indi-
cates the inconsistency of the terminology of this
rule with developing principles of conservation biol-
ogy149 This discussion makes dear the agency's
apparent preference for the sensitive species and
habitat needs approach of Option 1. At this species
139. Comments of ICBEMP staff in Boise, ID (May 18, 1995).
140. See Seaile Audubon Soey. 871 E Supp at 1305.
14 I. See, e.g., ICBEMP BENums AND RisKs, supra note 137, at 10.
142. 60 Fed. Reg. 18,886 (1995).
143. Id. at 18.922.
144. See James R. Lyons, Back to the Future: Stewardship of
Wilderness for the 21st Century and Beyond, Remarks at Northwest
Wilderness and Parks Conference, Seattle, VA (Oct. 8, 1994).
145. 36 C _R. § 219.1(a). 2193.
146. 60 Fed. Reg. at 18,894. 18.922 (1995) (proposed 36
CMR § 219.41{b)(5)).
147. 60 Fed. Reg. at 18,894. 18.922 (19951; see 36 C.FR.
§219.19 (1994) (current "viable populations" rule).
148.36 CR. § 219.19(a) 1) (1994).
149.60 Fed. Reg. at 18,895-96 (1995).
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diversity level, the proposed rules demonstrate an
ecosystem management shift from a single species
approach to a broader habitat conservation focus for
federal forest management.
IV. Issues Raised by the Ecosystem Management
Approach to Salmon Habitat Conservation Issues
I
A. What Is Ecosystem Management?
Although ecosystem management is the cur-
rent buzz phrase for federal forest management,
there are a range of definitional constructs that the
term represents. Both the agency and commenta-
tors have recognized that ecosystem management
is an evolving concept,"50 which in part may account
for the number of competing definitions of the
term.151 There may also be a variety of definitions
because, as one commentator has noted, the
ecosystem management concept may be flexible
enough to mean all things to all people. Some
national forest stakeholders focus on the "ecosys-
tem" component of the term, while others empha-
size "management.""52 At base, ecosystem manage-
ment incorporates three key terms: biodiversity,
sustainability, and forest health. The definition and
application of these component terms in turn
guides the development and structure of an ecosys-
tem management process.'"
Not surprisingly given its evolutionary nature
and the range of applied definitions, the Forest
Service itself has developed several working defini-
tions for the ecosystem management construct. In
addition to the definition set forth in its proposed
revisions to the forest planning regulations, which
the agency concedes is not the last word, 154 the
Forest Service has defined ecosystem management
as an ecological approach to multiple-use manage-
ment of national forests that blends the needs of
people and environmental values in a way that the
national forests represent diverse, healthy, produc-
tive, and sustainable ecosystems. 155
Considering this array of competing definitions,
ecosystem management is perhaps best understood
in contrast with earlier forest management
approaches such as the traditional multiple-use sus-
tained-yield management framework. Multiple-use
and sustained-yield management principles are
most clearly set out in the 1960 legislation codifying
these management concepts for the national forests.
Under the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act, multi-
ple use is defined as:
The management of all the various renew-
able surface resources of the national forests
so that they are utilized in the combination
that will best meet the needs of the
American people; making the most judicious
use of the land for some or all these
resources or related services over areas large
enough to provide sufficient latitude for
periodic adjustments in use to conform to
changing needs and conditions; that some
land will be used for less than all of the
resources; and harmonious and coordinated
management of the various resources, each
with the other, without impairment of the
productivity of the land, with consideration
being given to the relative values of the vari-
ous resources, and not necessarily the com-
bination of uses that will give the greatest
dollar return or the greatest unit output. 5 6
The Act defines "sustained yield" as "the achieve-
ment and maintenance in perpetuity of a high-level
annual or regular periodic output of the various
renewable resources of the national forests without
impairment of the productivity of the land."" 7
Much like ecosystem management, the
Multiple-Use Act has been characterized as mean-
ing "all things to all people."'5 In general, the mul-
tiple-use approach has resulted in a resource pro-
duction focus to natural resource management. The
150. 60 Fed. Reg. at 18,889; Ron Mahoney, University of
Idaho Extension Forester, Remarks at Ecosystem Management
Presentation at University of Idaho College of Forestry, Wildlife
and Range Sciences Guidance Council Meeting (Apr. 21,
1995)[hereinafter Ron Mahoney Presentationl; Robert B. Keiter,
NEPA and the Emerging Concept of Ecosystem Management on the Public
Lands, 25 LAND &WATER L. REV. 43. 45-46 (1990).
15 1. See generally Rebecca W. Thomson, Ecosystem Management:
Great Idea, But What Is It, Will It Work, and Who Will Pay?. 9 NAT.
RESOURCES & ENV'T 3, 42 (Winter 1995).
152. JAY O'LAUGHLIN, THE POLmCS DRIVING ECOSYSTEM
MANAGEMENT OR THE NEcESSrIY OF MANAGING THE FORES COMPONENT
OF ECOSYSTEMS To PROMOTE FOREST HEALTH AND SUSTAINABILTY. REPORT
No. 715. 2 (University of Idaho Forest, Wildlife and Range
Experiment Station. Mar. 4. 1994).
153. Ron Mahoney Presentation, supra note 150',see also JAY
O'LAUGHLIN, ET AL. FOREST HEALTH CONDITIONS IN IDAHO, REPORT No.
11, 96-99 (University of Idaho Forest, Wildlife and Range
Experiment Station, Dec. 1993) (hereinafter FOREST HEALH
CONDITIONS IN IDAHO).
154. 60 Fed. Reg. at 18,889 (1994).
155. JAY O'LAUGHUN, FOREST HEALTH CONDITIONS IN IDAHO, supra
note 153, at 99.
156. 16 U.S.C. § 531 (a).
157. Id. § 531(b).
158. GEORGE C. COGGINS & CHARLES F. WILKINSON, FEDERAL PU3UC
LAND AND RESOURCES LAw 480 (1st ed. 1981). The Ninth Circuit
observed that the broad directives in the Multiple-Use Act
"breathelI discretion at every pore." Perkins v. Bergland, 608 F2d
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Act recognizes the range of multiple uses to include
"outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed, and
wildlife and fish purposes," as well as the designa-
tion of wilderness areas."59 However, the on-the-
ground management trend has been "toward
increasing compartmentalization of the forest land-
scape-the dividing of the forest into more and
smaller areas where particular combinations of
uses are emphaszed."160 Thus, despite the integra-
tion of uses and considerations called for in the
Multiple-Use Act, traditional multiple use manage-
ment has evolved into a dominant-use or single-
resource paradigm, where particular forest uses, be
they amenity values such as recreation or fish and
wildlife, or production values such as timber, range,
or minerals, are emphasized in a particular area
with the other forest values operating as constraints
on the dominant value.
For example, the Payette National Forest plan
called for managing lands adjacent to certain
Salmon River tributaries to allow "slightly measur-
able degradation of fish habitat at some locations
... up to an estimated 20 percent loss in habitat capabili-
ty."I6I In short, under the traditional multiple-use
sustained-yield approach, forest managers asked
whether they could "get out the cut" without impair-
ing the land too much. 162 Traditional sustained-
yield management focuses on minimizing adverse
environmental effects while maximizing commodity
outputs. This "resource approach" is "useful for eco-
nomic analysis but is conceptually barren for under-
standing and dealing with issues of ecosystem pro-
ductivity, biological diversity, and sustainability."163
Ecosystem management, by contrast, focuses
on a larger landscape scale, while the traditional
multiple-use emphasis focused on individual forest
stands and aggregates of stands.164 One of the prin-
cipal constraints of ecosystem management is to
maintain ecological and desired forest condi-
tions. 65 As noted by the Forest Service in its PAC-
FISH environmental assessment, "the production of
803.806 (9th Cir. 1979) (declining to overturn Forest Service grazing
permit reduction under Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act chal-
lenge) (quoting Stncdand v. Morton, 519 F.2d 467. 469 (9th Cir.
1975)). Still, some courts have noted that while the Multiple-Use
Act imposes broad standards, it is not entirely discretionary. The
Forest Service must consider the competing uses of national forest
lands pnor to deciding which resources to emphasize In a given
area. E-g., National Wildlife Fed'n v. U.S. Forest Service. 592 F Supp.
931.938 (D. Or. 1984). vacated in nonrdavant part. 801 F.2d 360 (9th Cir.
1986). In general, as one commentator concluded, itlhe courts
have simply refused to engage in a substantive determination of
whether the Forest Service has chosen an appropnate mix of forest
uses under [the Multiple-Use Act]. Hardt, supra note 32 at 69.
159. 16 U.S.C. §§ 528, 529 (1985).
160. THE CONSERVATION FOUNDATION & PURDUE UNrIVzM.
NATIONAL FOREST PLANNING: SEARCHING FOR A COMM.ON VIS!ON 20-21
goods and services from the national forests is con-
tingent upon compliance with the mandates of fed-
eral environmental laws such as the ESA. Clean
Water Act," and NMFA planning regulations. -if
commodity production cannot be conducted within
the parameters of these laws, then development will not
go forward. ... Thus, there is no guaranteed or
assured level of commodity production in national
forest planning. - =66 lames Lyons. the Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture in charge of the Forest
Service, has noted that as forest management shifts
"from a focus on producing things to protecting
ecosystems, it is critical that we look at the land-
scape as it truly is-as a complex and interconnect-
ed mix of resources and habitats and communities,
each affecting the other.' 67
B. Resource Output Issues
The rapid infusion and development of ecosys-
tem management principles into the national
forests comes with uncertainty as to their potential
effect on species numbers and habitat improve-
ment. For instance, the PACFISH environmental
assessment notes that significant changes in habi-
tat conditions may not occur during the interim
period of the program's implementation. 63 While
the potential species and habitat benefits of the
measures are less clearly quantified, the ecosystem
management approach will have a definite and
direct effect on the levels of resource outputd tradi-
tionally, or at least recently, expected from the fed-
eral forest lands in the Pacific Northwest. The*PAC-
FISH environmental assessment estimates that the
implementation of the aquatic ecosystem manage-
ment and anadromous fish protection measures it
provides will result in a decline of approximately
58 million board feet of timber harvests in the
national forest areas affected during the interim
penod.169 The PACFISH measures may also have a
severe impact on the development of new roads,
mineral projects, and recreational developments
(Mar 30, 1990).
161. U.S. DEP'T A auui.uRE. FOREST SERVICE. LANo AND
REsouRcE hAGvAnT PLAN FOR THE PAmETT NaO-o. FOREST IV-37
(1988) (emphasis added).
162. Remarks of Dave Adams. Professor of Forest Resources.
University of Idaho College of Forestry. ildlife and Range
Sdences at College Guidance Council Meeting (Apr. 21. 1995).
163. THE Commoc: Foumnwn.a ErAL.. supra note 160. at 19.
164. F REsT Hsou Co mri:ts ra Imo, supra note 153, at 102.
165. Id. at 102.
166. PACFISH EA, supra note 44, at 21 (emphasis added).
167. James R. Lyons, supra note 144.
168. PACFISH EA. supra note 44. at 38.
169. Id. at 67.
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within the riparian habitat conservation areas
established under that program.
Thus, while the species benefits of many of the
ecosystem management measures are hopeful but
uncertain, there will be definite and quantifiable
resource output decreases. In turn, these decreas-
es mean that the ecosystem management mea-
sures will force some level of social change among
the traditional users of those national forest
resources, be they large natural resources devel-
opment corporations, individual logging contrac-
tors, or forest visitors whose recreation opportuni-
ties may now be limited because of salmon habitat
and other species restrictions.170 From the miner-
als industry to the outfitting industry, the ecosys-
tem management measures contemplated by the
Forest Service will change the very complexion of
forest management.
These changes highlight one of the more trou-
bling aspects of the Forest Service's headstrong
embrace of the ecosystem management approach.
While many of the changes can be identified in the
aggregate, such as regionwide timber harvest
declines or general aquatic habitat trend improve-
ments, forest managers and planners are generally
at a loss to identify how these new policies will
impact specific areas on the ground. Thus, the
agency is embarking on a tremendous new planning
and management endeavor with little field-truthing
or on-the-ground analysis to indicate what the
impacts of this program will be. Indeed, administra-
tion officials have acknowledged as much, stating
that "the Pacific Northwest is serving as a laborato-
ry to see how ecosystem management might be
implemented."
7 1
C. The Potential Adverse Effect of Untested Interim
Measures and Reduced Opportunities for Public
Review
1. Inadequate Scientific Basis
Many of the ecosystem management compo-
nents are being first implemented by the Forest
Service as "interim measures," either through the
agency's own PACFISH and INFISH programs or
through the application of elements of these pro-
grams by the NMFS in various ESA consultations.
This interim measures approach has several weak-
nesses that potentially undermine the stability of
the agency's shift to ecosystem management, The
"quick fix," one-size-fits-all method sometimes lacks
a sound scientific basis for implementation. Under
the crisis management approach faced by the Forest
Service on anadromous habitat issues, the agency
often appears desperate to grasp at any measure
that might protect it from an environmental chal-
lenge to its management decisions.
For instance, some critiques of the PACFISH
approach argue that it fails to explain adequately
the scientific or ecological basis for the 300-foot
riparian buffer strip for fish-bearing streams. The
studies and reports referenced in the PACFISH EA
document the uncertainty and controversy sur-
rounding the function and design of riparian buffer
strips. 72 Also, under the current NFMA planning
regulations, the riparian zone to which special man-
agement standards apply extends only 100 feet from
the edge of perennial streams.1
73
The PACFISH EA and studies it references
identify several functions served by riparian buffer
strips. 74 These functions are the delivery of organ-
ic matter and large woody debris to streams,
stream shading, bank stability, and filtering nutri-
ent and sediment delivery to streams. 75 The selec-
tion of the 300-foot RHCA for fish-bearing streams
in PACFISH is premised on a need to provide all of
170. Restrictions to protect spawning Snake River salmon in
the Sawtooth National Recreation Area have already had an
impact on forest visitors and whitewater outfitters there. The
Forest Service restricts floatboating on the Upper Salmon River in
Idaho at certain times of the summer in an attempt to avoid dis-
turbance of spawning chinook salmon or their redds. These
restrictions provide that the nver will be closed to floatboating
trips if three incidents are reported where a spawning salmon is
displaced off an active spawning nest or a nest is disturbed by
floaters. When summer chinook salmon returned to the river in
late August 1994, boaters were required to portage 300 yards
around the active spawning redds. See Martin S. Johncox & Tim
Woodward, River Portion Remains Restncted, THE IDAHO STATESMAN,
Sept. 2, 1994, at IC, New Salmon Rules Catch tihe Ire of Outfitters, THE
IDAHO STATESMAN. August 22. 1994. at IC.
171. JAY O'LAUGHLIN, THE POLITICS DRIVING ECOSYSTEM
MANAGEMENT, supra note 152, at 2 (quoting Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture for Natural Resources and Environment James R.
Lyons).
172. See Seattle Audubon Soc'y, 871 F. Supp. at 1321-22
(acknowledging the scientific debate as to the effectiveness of the
onginal FEMAT aquatic conservation strategy on which the PAC-
FISH RHCAs are based).
173. 36 C.FR. § 219.27(e).
174. The scientific literature defines riparian buffer strips as
-protective areas adjacent to streams or lakes that shield them
from the effects of management activities," Jay O'Laughlln &
George Belt. Functional Approaches to Ripanan Buffer Strip Design,
93(2) 1. FORESTRY 29 (Feb. 1995). The riparian buffer strip term Is
analogous to (but perhaps not entirely congruent with) the
RHCAs developed in PACFISH. See Id. at 3 1.
175. See PACFISH EA, supra note 44, at C-7; O'Laughlln &
Belt. supra note 174, at 30-3 1: GEORGE BELT, ETAL,, DESIGN Op FOREST
RIPARIAN BUFFER STRIS FOR THE PROTECTION OF WATER OUALITY
ANALYSIS OF SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE. IDAHO FOREST, WILDLIFE AND RANGE
Poucy ANALYSIS GROUP REP. No. 8. 14-18 (University of Idaho
Forest, Wildlife and Range Experiment Station, June 1992).
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these buffer strip functions, including protecting
streams from non-channelized sediment floWs.176
However, several studies, including those devel-
oped by the agencies, establish that buffer strips of
one site-potential tree height (approximately 100
feet in the geographic area affected by the PACFISH
EA) will provide almost 100 percent of the riparian
protection benefits of root strength, litter fall.
shading, and delivery of coarse woody debris to
streams.77
While some studies suggest additional buffer
stnp width may be necessary to protect streams from
sediment inputs, these studies are inconclusive as to
the width beyond one site-potential tree required
and are also inconclusive as to the efficacy of
increased riparian buffer widths to serve this sedi-
ment filtering function.178 For instance, a summary of
such studies suggests that a 300-foot buffer applies
to the "worst-case" scenario of maximum sediment
flow through a buffer.179 In one Idaho study on steep
slopes, 90 percent of the sediment flows below forest
road fill slopes traveled less than 88 feet.8 0
Moreover, because the PACFISH RHCAs will
generally maintain all natural obstacles to sedi-
ment flows (i.e. no vegetation removal or other
management practices will be allowed in these
areas), these RHCAs will have maximum effective-
ness at containing sediment flows and serving other
riparian buffer strip functions.' 8' Thus, the 300-foot
width suggested as the maximum level of caution in
the scientific literature may not be necessary in
PACFISH. 82 In sum, the PACFISH interim strategy
presents a highly conservative approach to riparian
buffer strip design and management with a result-
ing greater impact on resource development activi-
ties than otherwise might be required.
Interestingly, contrary to the espoused agency
ecosystem management principles. PACFISH and
INFISH provide a dominant, single-use reserve sys-
tem without incorporating a balancing of economic
or other social factors. RHCAs are areas where ripar-
ian-dependent resources receive pninary empha-
s5 si83 even though the ecosystem management
approaches touted by the agencies are to include
.multiple-use" concepts. Similarly, the PACFISH and
INFISH approaches focus on only a single aspect of
the ecosystem (the aquatic element) without con-
sideration of upland or other terrestrial factors.
Also, PACFISH and INFISH apply a one-size-fits-all
buffer strip approach without regard to specific site
needs or conflicting scientific evidence. While the
strategies do provide some mechanisms for fine
tuning the initial standards to site-specific condi-
tions, it is unclear when or whether these mecha-
nisms will ever be implemented.8 4 As for the
ecosystem management basis of these interim
strategies, it appears the agency rhetoric is not yet
matched by the on-the-ground management stan-
dards and restrictions. Overall, this aspect of the
ecosystem management interim measures presents
only an incremental change from the Forest
Service's historic single-species, dominant-resource
focus.
2. Decreased Public Review
The Forest Services ecosystem management
measures also continue an agency theme of
decreasing the opportunity for affected publics to
administratively challenge the agency's decisions.
For instance, the PACFISH decision, which amend-
ed several forest plans within the Pacific Northwest
region, was consolidated into a single decision
made by the Chief of the Forest Service, even
though the agency's own land and resource plan-
ning regulations required this type of plan amend-
ment decision to be made by individual forest
supervisors.B' The effect of this strategy was to
remove the PACFISH decision from the appeal as of
right provisions of the Forest Service regulations
and place it into the category of discretionary review
by the Secretary of Agriculture.iE Not surprisingly.
despite several administrative appeals filed by
industry and environmental concerns, the Secretary
of Agriculture declined to review these appeals. The
PACFISH program was implemented as outlined in
the original agency environmental documents even
176. PACFISH EA. supra note 44. at C-7. F-18.
177. O Laughlin & Belt. supra note 174, at 31.
178. See BELT ETAL, supra note 175. at 3 (present information
'is insuffioent to provide a basis for determining buffer strip
effectiveness").
179. Id. at 17.
180. Id.
181. Id.
182. Other strategies are available to address concerns
such as sediment loading and shade areas. For example. engl-
neenng controls such as revegetation, retention of large trees
near stream banks, the use of sediment catch basins along
roadsides, and sloping roads away from adjacerit streams are all
feasible and effective control mechanisms. These or similar
control measures are in place at several mineral production
operations within the area covered by PACFISH. However, the
PACFISH EA did not evaluate the degree to which these orother
control measures could be used in place of the restrictive RHCA
buffer strips.
183. PACFISH EA. supra note 44. at C-6.
184. O'Laughlin & Belt, supra note 174. at 31.
185.36 C.ER. § 219.10(f).
186. Id. § 217.7(a).
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though numerous procedural and substantive flaws
were identified by the various appellants.18 7
Similarly, the Forest Service has proposed new
forest planning/ecosystem management regulations
that incorporate the PACFISH decisionmaking
approach by providing that individual forest plan
goals, oblectives, standards, and guidelines that are
applicable to more than one plan area (generally an
individual forest) may be established through a sin-
gle decision document that simultaneously amends
or revises multiple forest plans.188 The agency also is
decreasing the specificity of its planning regulations
and their availability for public scrutiny. Under its
proposed changes, the Forest Service will shift much
of the detailed procedural directives in the new
ecosystem management planning approach from
codification in the Code of Federal Regulations to
publication in the Forest Service Manual, an internal
agency guidance document.i89 These decreased
opportunities for administrative review of agency
decisions and shielding of the basic planning regu-
lations from more widespread public disclosure are
haunting reminders of the themes that placed the
agency in its current management crisis in the first
place. Arguably, without the numerous forest plan
appeals filed by various groups,190 and their ability
to do so based on the widespread availability and
application of the detailed forest planning regula-
tion provisions in the Code of Federal Regulations,
many of the shortcomings in the NFMA planning
process that the agency now is attempting to fix may
not have so readily surfaced. Nonetheless, these
agency initiatives to thwart, or at least raise the pro-
cedural hurdles to, administrative review of its deci-
sions are disturbingly recast in the Forest Service's
new ecosystem management approach.
D. The Legal Basis for Ecosystem Management-
Whither Multiple-Use?
Clearly, ecosystem management marks an
important shift in focus for the lands and resources
187. See, e.g., Appellant's Notice of Appeal and Statement of
Reasons, In Re PACFISH Decision Appeal by Meridian Gold Co.,
Hecla Mining Co., and Thompson Creek Mining Co. (U.S. Dep't
Agriculture, Apr. 17, 1995); Letter from James R. Lyons, Under
Secretary Nat. Res. and Env't, to Michael 1. Brennan & Kelly A.
Johnson (May 11, 1995) (declining Secretary's discretionary
review of PACFISH appeal).
Because PACFISH was jointly implemented by the BLM and
the Forest Service, several administrative appeals of the interim
strategies are also proceeding through the BLM process before
the Interior Board of Land Appeals. The Board declined to issue
a stay of the PACFISH strategy while it considers these appeals.
Friends of the River, et al., IBLA No. 95-407 (May 16, 1995).
188. 60 Fed. Reg. 18,886, 18,923 (1995) (proposed new
36 C.F.R. Section 219.5(a)(I)(iii)).
189. See 60 Fed. Reg. at 18,888.
190. For a brief background on the forest plan and adminis-
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of the national forest system. It is, the agency has
acknowledged, "a continuously evolving concept."1i9
It remains unclear how this new ecosystem manage-
ment approach will integrate with the multiplicity of
statutory and regulatory directives for forest man-
agement, some of which appear to be attempts to
codify the agency's traditional single-resource or
dominant-use emphasis approach.
Instead, the Forest Service now intends to
exploit its broad management discretion toward
ecosystem protection values and away from an
emphasis on commodity production values,
Traditionally, forest managers were concerned with
meeting commodity production targets while mini-
mizing adverse environmental effects. The ecosys-
tem management approach emphasizes protecting
the functioning of healthy ecosystems, and then
providing for resource commodity production to the
extent consistent with this overriding constraint.
Thus, perhaps the most lasting effect of the imple-
mentation of ecosystem management principles for
the national forest lands of the Pacific Northwest Is
the paradigm shift it brings about in Forest Service
and public resource management philosophy.
This shift is occurring within the broad spec-
trum of agency management discretion that has
been recognized by the courts and exploited by the
agency to pursue various goals in the past. The
potential scope of the agency's discretion, as well as
the possible effects of the new ecosystem manage-
ment emphasis, are highlighted by two recent judi-
cial decisions juxtaposing competing agency views
on ecosystem management and NFM~s species
diversity requirements.
In Seattle Audubon Society v. Lyons,192 the court
considered both industry and environmental group
objections to the President's plan for management
of the old-growth federal forests within the range of
the northern spotted owl. The Northwest Forest
Resource Council, a timber industry association,
challenged the agencies' authority to undertake a
trative appeal process, see Samuel R Hays, The New Environmental
Forest, 59 U. COLO. L. REv. 517, 545 (1988); see alho BRADILLY C,
BoBERTZ & ROBERT 1. FiScHmAN, SUSTAINING THE FoREsTS: REiNVENTINo
THE FOREST SERVIcE ADMINisTRATIvE APPEAL PROCESS (Envtl. L, Inst.,
1992); THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY, ISSUES TO RAISE IN A FOREST PLAN
APPEAL (June 1986); THE WILDERNESS SOCILTY, HOW TO APPrAL A
FOREST PLAN (Jan. 1986). The wheels of the Forest Service admin-
istrative appeals process grind at an excruciatingly slow pace.
Appeal determinations from plans adopted in the late 1980s are
still being processed and determined. See. e.g., U.S. Forest
Service, Decision forAppeal #2095 of the Prescott National Forest
Land and Resource Management Plan (Feb. 24, 1995) (deciding
appeal from forest plan approved on August 4, 1987).
191. 60 Fed. Reg. at 18,889.192 871: F. Supp, 1291 (W.D,
Wash. 1994).
192. 871 E Supp. 1291 (W.D, Wash. 1994), affd sub nom, Seattle
AudobonSocyv.Moseley, 1996 WL 165069 (9th Cir. Apr. 10, 1996).
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joint regional plan for the forests using an ecosys-
tem management approach. 193 In reviewing this
claim, the court considered the various obligations
placed on the BLM and Forest Service by the agen-
cies' own planning statutes as well as the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the" ESA.
Under the NFMA, the Forest Service must plan for
the "entire biological community-not for one
species alone." 94 Both NFMA and the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) require "a sys-
tematic interdisciplinary" planning approach "to
achieve integrated consideration of physical, bio-
logical, economic, and other sciences."195 Also,
under NEPA, the agencies' plans must consider
"ecological" effects of proposed actions "such as the
effects on ... the components, structures, and func-
tioning of affected ecosystems." 96 Moreover, the
ESA requires federal agencies to carry out their pro-
grams so as "to conserve listed species and the
ecosystems upon which they depend." 97 Based on
these overlapping planning, environmental consid-
eration, and species protection mandates, together
with the existing conditions of the northern spotted
owl forests, Judge Dwyer concluded that "there is no
way the agencies could comply with the environ-
mental laws without planning on an ecosystem
basis."i98
Next, in Sierra Club v. Marita,199 three conserva-
tion organizations sought judicial review of the
plans for the Nicolet and Chequamegon National
Forests in Wisconsin. Specifically, the conservation
groups challenged the Forest Service's failure to
incorporate conservation biology principles into
the plans, alleging that this omission led to viola-
tions of the NFMA, Multiple-Use Act, and NEPA
requirements for biodiversity conservation in the
national forests. Specifically, the groups asserted
that dividing up the Wisconsin forests into a patch-
work of different habitats, as called for in the two
plans, would not sustain the biological diversity
within these areas unless each habitat was large
enough to extend across an entire landscape or
regional ecosystem.2C0 The Seventh Circuit held
that NMFA and NEPA did not mandate the use of
any particular methodology by the Forest Service to
implement its obligation to provide for a diversity
of plant and animal communities. The agency prop-
erly acknowledged the developments in conserva-
tion biology but did not view them as definitively
applicable to the Wisconsin forests. Thus, the cir-
cumstances in Marita did not require the Forest
Service to apply developing theories of conserva-
tion biology in the Nicolet and Chequamegon
plans at the expense of other forest management
objectivesZ01
If the Forest Service ecosystem management
experiment in the Pacific Northwest is successful,
the Seventh Circuit decision in Sierra Club v. Marita
may represent one of the last gasps for the tradi-
tional Forest Service approach placing single
resource emphasis and commodity production
over ecosystem sustainability values. By contrast,
Judge Dwyer's decision in Seattle Audubon Society
indicates that not only did the Forest Service and
BLM have the authority to approach regional forest
planning and management issues on an ecosystem
basis, but the law required them to do so.
Interestingly, in the Wisconsin decision the court
upheld the Forest Service determination that it
would not use the Wisconsin national forests as a
laboratory for arguably untested conservation biol-
ogy principles. By comparison, in the Pacific
Northwest, the Forest Service has embraced the
region as a laboratory for its ecosystem manage-
ment approach. One is left to wonder whether it is
species such as the salmon, spotted owl. and mar-
bled murrelet that are driving the agency toward its
experimentation in the Pacific Northwest, or it is
truly a revision in agency management philoso-
phy202 that, for whatever reason, is sweeping east-
ward from the Pacific Northwest and may reach the
mixed hardwood forests of Wisconsin in time for
the next round of forest plan revisions.
193. Id. at 1310.
194. Id. (citing Seattle Audubon Soc'y v. Moseley. 798
F. Supp. 1473, 1483 (W.D. Wash. 1992). aft'd. 998 E2d 699 (9th Cir.
1993)).
195. 871 F. Supp. at 1311 (citing 16 U.S.C. § 1604(b); 43
U.S.C. § i7i2(c)(2)).
196. 871 F. Supp. at 1311 (quoting 42 C.F.R §§ 1508.8.
1502.16).
197. 871 F. Supp. at 1311 (citing 16 U.S.C. § 1531(b).
1536(a)( i )).
198. 871 F. Supp. at 1311 (emphasis In original).
199. 46 F.3d 606 (7th Cir. 1995).
200. Id. at 610.
20 1. I. at 623.
202. There Is some research to suggest that the shifting
agency emphasis toward ecosystem management is attributable
at least In part to Inaeased receptivity to environmental values
among Forest Service line officers as well as public sentiment
supporting watershed and ecosystem protection strategies for
the public lands. Greg Brown & Charles C. Hams, TL United States
Fornsi Sten.. CP~r.glng cl I& Guard, 32 NAT. RESoURCES 1. 449 (1992);
GUNDA s Ruonzs Er AL. PUBuC VIEWS CUi PUBU: LANDS: A SUvrY cF
INTmEop COw!IA Rr.,'u BAsJ Rrs.D-trs (University of Idaho. 1995)
(reporting that 76% of respondents In region favored a protective
strategy for public lands Including protection of watersheds. fish
and wildlife habitats, endangered species and ecosystems, and
the preservation of wilderness).
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V. Conclusion
Despite the apparent crisis management mode
that the Forest Service has at times found itself fac-
ing in the region, generally resulting from court-
ordered injunctions against forest management
activities pending compliance with ESA require-
ments, the ecosystem management focus was not
thrust suddenly upon the Forest Service. The seeds
of this approach were instead sown by the broken
promises of the agency's NMFA land and resource
management plans.203 These broken promises arose
for a variety of reasons.
Generally, the NMFA plans were focused toward
resource outputs and maximizing present net val-
ues, even though this emphasis conflicted with the
genesis of the ecosystem management approach
that was already incorporated into the NFMA pro-
gram, as acknowledged by Judge Dwyer in Seattle
Audubon Society. This problem was exacerbated by
the agency's reliance on a large and dauntingly
complex linear programming model-FORPLAN-
to use for the oblective analysis required for the
plans. FORPLAN was based on an early timber plan-
ning computer model, which only served to incor-
porate the commodity emphasis into the original
NFMA round of plans. 204 Moreover, after approxi-
mately ten years of implementation experience, the
Forest Service, through a study done by university
consultants, came to realize that the economic effi-
ciency analysis of FORPLAN had "not turned out to
be a compelling decision-making tool."
20'
While struggles over national forest manage-
ment were fought over the balance between eco-
nomic and ecological considerations, the NFMA
process ended up tilted in favor of economic fac-
tors. In the end, the failures of the original NFMA
process became manifest when forest supervisors
and other agency managers realized that the
forests simply could not maintain the high level of
commodity outputs called for in the plans while
also maintaining the viability of the forest ecosys-
tems. 206 The Forest Service has now acknowledged
that this situation exists, at least in the Pacific
Northwest, both through its own analytical stud-
ies and the comments of its top managers. The
issue presented is what will happen in response
to this situation, and whether there will be any
practical improvement for imperiled species such
as the Snake River salmon that have helped usher
in the shifting paradigm for national forest man-
agement.
Despite the breadth of the Forest Service's
ecosystem management approach, the Snake River
salmon have an even greater range. The improve-
ment and conservation of salmon habitat that is
fostered by the various ecosystem management
approaches described here may not be enough to
203. See, e.g., Robert Wolf, PROmisEs TO KEEP: How THE FOREST
SERVICE HAS PRUNED BACK THE NFMA 10 (Envt'i L. Inst., July/Aug.
1990). The issues underlying the agency's shift to an ecosystem
management focus were also presaged by Professor Wilkinson
in his essay on The Future of the National Forests: Public Use and a
Reduced Cut. CHARLES F. WILKINSON. THE EAGLE BIRD 62-74 (1992).
Professor Wilkinson's description of a "public use,- as opposed
to multiple-use, ethic for the national forests echoes the pre-
sent ecosystem management emphasis. Wilkinson notes that
.public use- would give management emphasis to three areas,
watershed protection, recreation, and wildlife, while extractive
uses (such as timber, mining, and grazing) could still continue
but would be subordinated to these dominant public uses. Id. at
72-73.
204. See Dennis E. Teeguarden. The Committee of Scientists
Perspective on the Analytical Requirements for Forest Planning, in FOR-
PLAN: AN EVALUATION OF A FOREST PLANNING TOOL, USDA FOREST
SERVICE, GENERAL TECHNICAL REPORT RM-140 (1987). Professor
Teeguarden noted that a 'systematic analysis of timber issues'
was "central to the INFMA planning process.' Id. However, as
demonstrated by the declining habitat conditions observed
under the NFMA plans, Professor Teeguarden acknowledged that
FORPLAN was incapable of meeting the regulatory requirements
to determine viable population levels for wildlife speaes in the
national forests. Id. at 22.
205. THE CONSERVATION FOUNDATION. ET AL., supra note 160, at
49 (1990).
206. An appendix to one of the NMFS documents referenced
in its Pacific Rivers Council Biological Opinion underscores the
shortcomings of the existing forest plans in conserving salmon
habitat on the Clearwater National Forest In Idaho:
The primary basis of the failure resided in the modeling
effort that linked FORPLAN (computer model) timber
activities with WATBAL (watershed computer model)
estimated impacts (sediment yield). ... Many planning
assumptions of the modeling effort were simply Invalid ... The
pursuit of unattainable timber targets forced the Forest
to reenter the damaged watersheds repeatedly, Data
from modeling and monitoring efforts were ignored,
Consistent funding for extensive watershed restoration
did not materialize.... Management prescriptions, espe-
cially those for the riparian management area, were too
generic and offered little protection.... Criteria that
described optimum fish habitat characteristics were not
developed. Land base allocations for fisheries resources
were inadequate. only 102,440 acres were allocated to
the management of high value fishery streams. A total of
503,567 acres was allocated to maximum timber devel-
opment. Accountability for meeting water and fish habi-
tat standards was not enforced. Although, the Forest
Plan was a significant improvement over previous plan-
ning efforts, it still contained some "fatal" flaws concern-
ing the management of fisheries resources that led to
continued decline of anadromous and resident
salmonids.
JONATHAN J. RHODES ET AL., A COARSE SCREENING PROCESS FOR
POTENTIAL APPLICATION IN ESA CONSULTATIONS, app, B at B-3 (NMFS,
1994) (citations omitted) (emphasis in original).
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save the fish.207 and it may have unnecessarily dis- _
proportionate impacts on the uses of the inland
Pacific Northwest national forests for values other
than anadromous fish refugia. For species that may
not have reached the low numbers of the Snake
River salmon, and for overall ecosystem sustain-
ability, the ecosystem management principles may
have a greater chance of success.
The litigation that has brought the forest man-
agement/salmon crisis to a head has resulted in a
precarious interconnected web of remedial mea-
sures. It is not clear exactly how these measures will
help improve the fish's chance of survival on-the-
ground and in-the-streams. It is more clear that
these measures will impair other forest resource
values and outputs. From both a legal and ecologi-
cal perspective, it is unclear what will happen if
some part of this interconnected system fails. For
instance, what if the PACFISH interim measures do
not meet the goals of improving aquatic ecosystem
and anadromous fish habitat? What if the broad-
scale ecosystem management EISs for the Upper
Columbia River Basin are delayed and the Forest
Service and NMFS commence reinitiation on the
existing resource management plans for the nation-
al forests? Much like the endangered Snake River
salmon, the ecosystem management approach for
the national forests that the fish has helped spawn
is swimming upstream to an uncertain future.
207. The ability of the national forest ecosystem manage- grams affecting the potential forSnake Riversalmon recovery see
ment approaches to significantly alter the likelihood of the sur- Michael C. Blumm, Szwfng ld;P.as S2.non: A HIfsori cf Failure and a
vivability of the listed salmon is limited as a practical matter by Dubbus Future, 28 Imsoo L Rcv.. 667 (1991-92); see ao NMFS.
the large role that other non-habitat factors play in salmon mor- "PnoPosw REcotr PLA.l mn SIxE Rrmt Sm.,M: (Mar 1995). 192
tality and survival. See supra notes 58-61 and accompanying text. 871 E Supp. 1291 (\V.D. WVash. 1994).
For an overview of the various influences and regulatory pro-
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Greg Brown & Charles C. Harris. The United States Forest Service:
Changing of the Guard, 32 NAT. REsouRcEs J. 449 (1992).
A 1991 analysis of Forest Service district rangers and supervisorls
responses to thirteen 'attitude. value, and preference questions:
replicated from a 1981 study of the Service. finds significant changes
in the attitudes and values of Individuals occupying these field-level'
line officer positions. The analysis concludes officers today are less
Inclined than they were a decade ago to favor commodity resource
outputs from national forests such as timber and livestock forage.-
while being more inclined to favor non-commodity uses such as
recreation.
Editorial, Nature, Nurture and Property Rights, Eco,o,,ST, July
8, 1995, at 24.
Resource Guide Argues the Supreme Court has taken a paradoxical approach to pro-
tecting both wild animals and private property. The conflicting goals
of Congress and the courts are Illustrated by an examination of
Forestry Management 'harm' under the ESA and the legislative history behind the ESA.
Scott N1. Hardt, Federal Land Management in the Twenty-First
Century: From Wise Use to Wise Stewardship. 18 H.Rv. ENv.
L. RE. ? (1994).
Discusses the 150 year history of federal land reservatlons and con-
cludes that the argument over the governmentrs role. which is cur-
rently coming to a crescendo, Is now narrowed to a debate between
those advocating 'wise use' and those advocating "public use The
article also looks at the development of both case law and public
discourse regarding federal land reservations.
Samuel P. Hays. The Ne, Environmental Forest, 59 U. COLO. L.
REv. 517 (1988).
Provides an overview of the "environmental Involvement in forest
planning." Concludes that the effect of the Involvement thus far has
been to slow down the Increase in the harvest level and road build-
Ing programs promoted by the Forest Service In the early years of
the Reagan administration. The article suggests a more significant
effect may result from the long-term potential of the process which
allows citizen environmental groups to engage the Forest Service
more effectively on the management of specific national forests.
Robert B. Keiter, NEPA and the Emerging Concept of Ecosystem
Management on the Public Lands, 25 LAND &VATER L. REv. 43
(1990).
Argues the NEPAs admonition of major federal actions significantly
affecting the environment does not trouble the business communi-
ty and concludes the evolving NEPA Is a mixed blessing from the
business perspective. Kelter also states even twenty years after the
passage of NEPA. substantial controversies continue to render
NEPKs effects unpredictable.
Jay P. Kinney, THE DEVELOPmrT OF FOREST LAW t AMEUCA.
(1917, Reprinted 1972).
Presents a chronology of legislation directed to the preservation of
existing forest resources, reforestation of cut over or burned over
areas, extension of forest areas and systematic management of
forests for productive purposes. Statutes are grouped by year and
state, juxtaposing changes by era and area.
Volume 3, Number 1
John W. Steiger, The Consultation Provision of Section
7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act and Its
Application to Delegable Federal Programs, 21
ECOLOGY L.Q. 241 (1994).
Analyzes the ESA's consultation requirement, which seeks
to prevent jeopardy to any endangered or threatened
species or their habitat. The author concludes that both
the act's plain language and the Supreme Court's inter-
pretation compel the conclusion that duties to insure and
consult apply to the delegation and oversight of delegable
federal programs. Further argues that these obligations
attach if the federal action agency has any discretion
under its statute to prevent the delegation of subsequent
state activity under the program.
CHARLES F. WILKINSON, THE EAGLE BIRD (1992).
A collection of twelve essays, which intermingle Native-
Amencan ethos, law and the ecosystem.
Charles F. Wilkinson & H. Michael Anderson, Land
and Resource Planning in the National Forests, 64 OR.
L. R. 1 (1985).
Examines the administrative, legislative and public-use
history of the Forest Service. The authors conclude that
the Forest Service has remained at the frontiers of cre-
ativity and efficiency. The article partly focuses on the
National Forest Management Act, calling it a revolution-
ary law of the 1970's which was one of the signal events in
public land history.
